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Abstract 

 
In the first part of this thesis, we demonstrate a novel method for the precise, three-

dimensional patterning of beta amyloid self-assmbled peptide fibrils, on 3D structures of 

Ormocer by using the multi-photon polymerization method. The technique which combines 

femtosecond laser technology and biotin avidin mediated assembly on a polymeric matrix, 

can be applied in a wide variety of fields, from molecular electronics to tissue engineering. 

Molecular self-assembly is emerging as a viable ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach for 

fabricating nanostructures. Self-assembled biomolecular structures are particularly attractive, 

due to their versatile chemistry, molecular recognition properties, and biocompatibility. 

Among them, amyloid protein and peptide fibrils are self-assembled nanostructures with 

unique physical and chemical stability, formed from quite simple building blocks; their ability 

to work as a template for the fabrication of low resistance, conducting nanowires has already 

been demonstrated. The precise positioning of peptide-based nanostructures is an essential 

part of their use in technological applications, and their controlled assembly, positioning, and 

integration into microsystems is a problem of considerable current interest. To date, their 

positioning has been limited to their placement on flat surfaces or to the fabrication of peptide 

arrays by L.I.F.T. technique.  

Over the last few years, there has been a lot of interest and progress in the direct laser 

writing of biological molecules. Laser induced forward transfer (L.I.F.T.) is a direct-write non 

contact method, which offers an interesting and versatile alternative to conventional arraying 

techniques, since it does not require the use of expensive photolithographic equipment, and it 

does not suffer from clogging and contamination problems, as pin deposition and ink-jet 

printing do. It is the long transfer distances, the precise and high focusing ability of lasers and 

the laser directionality, which gives flexibility to the L.I.F.T. method. In the second part of 

this thesis, patterns of different kind of cells were created by using L.I.F.T. method. By using 

again L.I.F.T. followed the 3D structuring of calcium alginate gel, those structures can be 

used as a scaffold for tissue engineering. Tissue engineering refers to a special group of 

radically new procedures and techniques developed for the treatment of various diseases and 

injuries. 
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1.1 Overview 
 
Bio-inspired fibrous materials such as self-assembling peptides have potentially broad 

applications in biotechnology, such as scaffolds in three dimensional cell culture and tissue 

engineering and as templates for the assembly of polymeric and inorganic materials. Peptides, 

which were used in the first part of this thesis, have some very interesting features as capture 

ligands: they can mimic biological activities of proteins, they are easy to synthesize and 

manipulate, and they are usually highly stable and relatively inexpensive. Their potential use 

as biomaterials, such as filaments, fibrils and hydrogels has recently started to be exploited. 

They offer attractive features, principally because of their ability to fold into specific 

structures, and the rich chemistry with which their structure and function can be manipulated 

for environmental response. Over the last few years, there has been a lot of interest and 

progress in the direct laser writing of biological molecules. Laser induced forward transfer 

(L.I.F.T.) is a direct-write, non-contact method, which offers an interesting and versatile 

alternative to conventional arraying techniques, since it does not require the use of expensive 

photolithographic equipment, and it does not suffer from clogging and contamination 

problems, as pin deposition and ink-jet printing do. At L.I.F.T., a single pulse from a focused 

laser beam is used to transfer a thin film from a donor-coated surface to an acceptor surface. 

The laser beam is firstly focused onto a metallic layer which coats the transparent donor 

surface- the target; this acts as an energy conversion material, converting the laser energy via 

absorption and conduction into heat used to expel the target material. The transferred material 

is collected on a substrate, placed in close proximity and parallel to the donor surface. The 

advantage of L.I.F.T. over other techniques is its ability to provide high resolution, 

noncontact, direct, flexible and parallel transfer of more than one type of materials while not 

mixing them, as different targets can be used.  

In this thesis, we created 2D patterns of peptides and 2D patterns of different kind of 

cells by using the L.I.F.T. technique. The 3D deposition of calcium alginate gel followed, 

which can be used as a scaffold for tissue engineering. A systematic study has been made by 

irradiating the target surface with the thin film of cells at different laser fluencies, in order to 

examine the viability of the cells. 

Finally, we propose a new method for the precise, three dimensional patterning of 

beta amyloid peptide fibrils. The technique, which combines laser technology and avidin-

biotin mediated patterning of the self-assembling peptide fibers, could potentially be applied 

in a wide variety of fields, from molecular electronics to tissue engineering.  

The technique is based on the selective attachment of photosensitive biotin 

(photobiotin) on surfaces and 3D structures and exploits thiol chemistry and self-assembly of 

peptide fibrils.  
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These structures consist of ORMOCER, a photostructurable organic-inorganic 

hybrid, on which photobiotin can be irreversibly attached when exposed to UV light from a 

laser or a lamp. However, the technique is not limited to ORMOCER; photobiotin can be 

photolytically attached on a variety of organic and inorganic materials such as silicon, glass, 

and PDMS; this gives this technique a large flexibility and applicability. Once biotin has been 

immobilized on ORMOCER, then it is first incubated with avidin and subsequently with the 

iodoacetamidefunctionalized biotin N-(biotinoyl)-N¢-(iodoacetyl) ethylenediamine. Finally, 

the 3D structures are immersed in an aqueous solution of peptides that contain a cysteine 

residue. The peptide solutions have been “aged” so that self assembled fibrils are already 

formed in solution. The 3D structures that were used in this part were made by using the 

Multi-photon polymerization technique. 

 

1.2 Chapter content 

 

In chapter 2 we will briefly summarize the theory of the interaction of laser radiation 

with a matter and the methods that were used in this thesis will be analyzed too.In chapter 3 

we will briefly describe the materials that were used in this thesis. In chapter 4 follows in 

details the description of experimental techniques that were used in the frames of experiments 

and of the set-ups, too. In chapter 5 we present the results of the 2D deposition of different 

kind of cells by using the L.I.F.T. technique, the 3D deposition of alginate gel by using the 

L.I.F.T. technique and finally the 2D deposition of peptides by using the L.I.F.T. technique 

and their 3D deposition by using the Multi-photon polymerization technique, too. 
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In this chapter the methods that were used in this study are being explained. This chapter is 

separated in two parts. In the first part we focus in presentation of 2D patterning methods. 

Then it is described the interaction of laser radiation with a matter, which is separated in 

primary and secondary activities. Finally, follows the analytic description of the Laser 

Induced Forward Transfer-LIFT method, which was used in the first part of this study. In the 

second part are described the 3D patterning methods. The method of Multi-Photon 

Polymerization that was used in this second part of this thesis is being explained. Firstly, the 

material processing with femtosecond lasers is been presented and then the descriptions of the 

two photon and three photon polymerizations are taken place. Finally the applications of the 

3D structures made by three photon polymerization are mentioned.     

 

2.1 2D Patterning Methods  

 
Two dimensional patterns with biomolecules (e.g., DNA and proteins), cells, and 

tissues immobilized on solid substrates are important tools for biological research, including 

genomics, proteomics, and cell analysis. According to spot formation techniques, methods are 

categorized as “contact printing” and “non-contact printing.” Contact printing is a widely 

used technology, comprising methods such as contact pin printing and microstamping. These 

methods have many advantages, including reproducibility of printed spots and facile 

maintenance, as well as drawbacks, including low-throughput fabrication of arrays. Non-

contact printing techniques are newer and more varied, comprising photochemistry-based 

methods, laser writing, electrospray deposition, and inkjet technologies. These technologies 

emerged from other applications and have the potential to increase microarray fabrication 

throughput; however, there are several challenges in applying them to microarray fabrication, 

including interference from satellite drops and biomolecules denaturization. 

 
2.1.1 Introduction 

 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and protein microarrays, also called biochip 

microarrays, have accelerated the process of understanding gene and protein function in living 

organisms. Microarrays provide molecular signatures for cells, tissues and disease states that 

can be used for disease diagnosis, prediction, prevention, and drug discovery. A microarray is 

a two-dimensional pattern of specific biological probes (e.g., DNA or protein molecules) 

deposited in an addressable fashion on a glass slide or other substrates (e.g., polymer-coated 

glass, plastics, nitrocellulose).  
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Cell microarrays combine well-established methods for cellular investigation with the 

high-throughput screening capabilities of microarrays. They can be used in drug screening, in 

vitro toxicology testing and in functional genomics studies.  

Tissue microarrays, formed by embedding biopsies of donor tissue blocks on a 

substrate, are used for phenotypic analyses (e.g., immunohistochemistry). By monitoring the 

expression of molecular markers in these arrays, many pathological characteristics can be 

determined (stage and progression of the disease). Although there are several general reviews 

of biochip microarrays,8,9,10 we focus here on the fabrication (or printing) techniques used to 

form two-dimensional patterns of probe molecules (DNA and proteins). Microarray 

fabrication is inherently a biological fluid dispensing process.11 Nanoliter drops of biological 

solutions are deposited in an addressable arrangement of spots on a substrate surface. The 

spots must be homogeneous and dense, yet spatially discrete. Table 1 summarizes the types of 

printing techniques and presents the organization of this review. Printing methods can be 

broadly categorized into contact and non-contact printing methods. During contact printing, a 

printing device comes in physical contact with the substrate while depositing biological 

samples. In contrast, non-contact printing involves no physical contact between the device 

and the substrate (e.g., photolithography, ink-jet printing, and laser writing). Each of these 

array fabrication techniques can be sub-classified as serial or parallel. In serial deposition, 

serially repeated movements of the printing device limit fabrication throughput. Hence, 

parallel deposition techniques are a better choice for large-scale fabrication; however, most of 

the parallel techniques for depositing biomolecules are newer and thus, less developed than 

serial techniques.12 

In addition, a technique should minimize cost and the required volume of solution, 

while preventing solution contamination and biomolecular damage. This review analyzes the 

capabilities and limitations of conventional and emerging technologies for microarray 

fabrication. 

All microarray fabrication techniques target the same objective: efficient 

deposition of uniform, dense arrays of small droplets of probe molecules.  
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2.1.2 Contact printing techniques  

 
Contact printing methods are used to form arrays by means of direct contact between 

the printing device and the substrate. As shown in Table 1, contact printing technologies 

employ solid pins, split pins, nanotips, and microstamps. One of the first approaches used for 

microarray fabrication was contact printing with a single pin, which evolved into methods 

relying on an array of pins. While pin printing is a serial deposition method, microstamps are 

used for depositing a large number of proteins or DNA molecules in a parallel fashion. 

Nanotip printing is the most recent technology based on Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) 

and yields arrays with submicron spots. 

 

2.1.2.1 Pin Printing 

 

Pin printing is a widely used technique for microarray fabrication. Accurate 

quantitative analysis of printed microarrays is only possible if spot uniformity (i.e., spot-to-

spot size and shape repeatability) and positional accuracy are achieved.13 Spot uniformity is 

primarily determined by the sample viscosity, pin contact area, pin surface properties, 

substrate surface properties, and substrate planarity. Additional factors include pin velocity, 

the precision of robotic controls, and environmental control of humidity, temperature, and 

contamination. A high pin velocity (>2 cm/s) can induce high inertial forces that drive large 

sample volumes out of the pin, making the size of spots very large.14

 

 However, inertia 

typically does not play a large role in pin printing. Pin printing is governed by the surface 

tension of the solution, and the wet ability of the solution on the substrate. Maintaining a high, 

stable humidity prevents the sample from evaporating from the wells and pin channels. 

Temperature affects the sample viscosity and therefore, the dispensed volume. Contamination 

and dust must be controlled if high-quality arrays are to be produced with minimal risk of 

split pin clogging. 

2.1.2.1.a Solid pins 

 

The simplest method of microarray printing is solid pin contact printing. In this 

method, a solid pin is dipped into a reservoir to load the sample on the tip of the pin (Figure 

1.a). The pin then touches to the substrate surface to deposit the sample (Figure 1.b). A single 

sample load is usually sufficient for printing a few spots.  
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FIGURE 1: Solid pin printing process. a) Solid pin is loaded with solution from well plate by 

capillary force action, b) Spot printing with a single load. 

 

Much of the innovation in solid pin designs has been to develop different tip shapes 

to improve spot uniformity.  
 

2.1.2.1.b Pin Printing System 

 

Figure 2 shows an example of a microarray printing system. Pins are carried by a pin 

head as it transfers samples from the microplate to the substrate. The pins float under their 

own weight and are free to move in the vertical direction in the pin head when in contact with 

the substrate. There are usually 16, 64, or 96 pins in one pin head.16

Microarrays do not exactly map the source plate; in fact, spot distance on microarrays 

is much smaller than the distance between the source plate wells. 

 The usual pin spacing of 

4.5 mm or 9 mm is determined by the commercial microplate configuration 394 or 96 wells, 

respectively.  

 A typical density of spots with 75-360 μm diameters is 400-10000 spots/cm2. As 

described, the pins are dipped into the wells, and the solution is held by surface tension on the 

outside of solid pins or driven into the slit/channel in split pins by capillary forces. Dipping 

split pins in a larger sample volume results in spot inconsistency in the first few spots due to 

the draining of the excess sample solution from the pin sidewalls; therefore, preprinting is 

necessary until uniform printing is achieved.16 The typical substrates for microarray printing 

are microscope slides. Prior to spotting, the slides are treated with poly lysine, amino silanes 

or amino-reactive silanes that enable DNA or protein to bind to the surface and prevent the 

sample from being washed away during the hybridization process. In addition, the dispensed 

sample spot spreads less if the surface is hydrophobic, allowing higher array densities.  
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Other materials, such as polymer-coated glass or plastics, are also used as substrates 

for microarray printing. Accurate quantitative analysis of printed microarrays is only possible 

if spot uniformity (i.e., the spot size and shape is consistent and reproducible) and positional 

accuracy are achieved.13

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2: System for microarrray printing. Print head mounted on translation system 

carries printing devices (pins) from the source microplate to the substrate, where it deposits 

sample. Adapted from Ito and Tachibana
 

17 

As discussed above, spot uniformity is affected by the sample viscosity, pin contact 

area, pin surface properties, substrate surface properties, and substrate planarity. Additional 

factors that define spot sizes are pin velocity, the precision of robotic controls, environmental 

control of humidity, temperature, and contamination. A high pin velocity (>2 cm/s) can 

induce high inertia forces that drive large sample volumes out of the pin, making the size of 

spots very large.16 Setting a high, stable humidity level prevents the sample from evaporating 

from the wells and pin channels. Temperature affects sample viscosity and therefore, 

dispensed volume. Contamination and dust must be controlled if high-quality arrays are to be 

produced with minimal risk of split pin clogging. Pin printing is probably the most popular 

method for microarray fabrication. However, the primary reason for the development of other 

printing methods is the tedious, time-consuming nature of pin printing. Rose16  reported that 

typical printing time for an Arrayit ChipMakerTM

 

 microprinting system (TeleChem 

International, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA), including loading, preprinting, printing, and washing of 

pins, was 0.2 h for a 384-well microplate using 32 pins, and 6.4 h for a 384-well microplate 

using a single pin. These inherent inefficiencies have spurred the development of other 

spotting methods. 
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2.1.3 Microstamping 

 

Pin printing is an inherently serial technique in which a single pin or groups of pins 

are iteratively loaded for spotting. An alternative to pin printing is microstamping. With 

microstamps, hundreds of spots are printed in parallel, enabling high-throughput microarray 

fabrication. The microstamping process, depicted in Figure 3, is simple and inexpensive and 

can be readily conducted in a laboratory. A sample is first adsorbed on the patterned surface 

of a stamp and then transferred to a substrate by physical contact. In order to obtain good 

contact, microstamps are generally made from elastomeric materials, such as poly 

(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which conform to surface roughness under an applied load. 

Microcontact printing with elastomeric stamps, along with other soft lithographic 

microfabrication techniques, was developed by Whitesides’ group18,19 and first demonstrated 

for self-assembled monolayer  (SAMs) of alkanethiols on gold.20

 

 Elastomeric stamps are 

manufactured by a micromolding technique that requires only a single photolithography step 

(Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 3: Microstamping process. a) Stamp inking in a sample solution well,  

b) Transferring sample to the substrate by physical contact between the elastomeric stamp 

and the substrate. 

 
Mold masters are fabricated by photolithography to define a pattern of the stamp. 

Then, an uncured liquid elastomer (e.g., PDMS) is cast on the master. After curing, the stamp 

is released from the master. This process enables reproducible, low cost batch production, 

resulting in inexpensive and disposable microstamps. Using disposable stamps minimizes the 

problems of sample carry-over, cross-contamination, and the time-consuming cleaning 

processes that are required for pin printing. Hydrogels have also been used as a stamp 

material for protein patterning.21
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FIGURE 4: Microstamp fabrication. The master is fabricated by photolithography to define 

the feature of the stamp. The liquid elastomer is then cast on the master to produced designed 

patterns. After the curing process, the stamp is released from the master
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Some disadvantages for microstamping are related to the sample volumes transferred. 

In microstamping, the amount of sample transferred from the stamp to the substrate is not 

well controlled and depends on both surface and sample properties. Additionally, for the same 

amount of printed sample, microstamping requires larger initial sample volumes, as only a 

small amount of solution in a well is adsorbed onto the stamp surface, and only a small 

fraction of the adsorbed solution is transferred from the stamp to the substrate, due to strong 

non-specific adsorption to the hydrophobic stamp material. Likewise, if microstamps are to be 

reused, the washing process is more tedious than for pins because of non-specific 

adsorption.12 Microstamping techniques for biomolecules can be categorized into indirect 

stamping5,21,23,24  and the more recently developed direct stamping.25-29

 

 Both categories utilize 

similar tools but different stamping procedures. In indirect stamping, the SAM is first 

patterned on the substrate, which is then exposed to the sample solution. In direct 

microstamping, samples (DNA, proteins) are simply transferred from an inked stamp to the 

substrate in a single step. Regardless of direct or indirect stamping, the first step in 

microstamping is “inking” sample onto the stamp surface. 
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2.1.4 Non-contact printing techniques 

 

Contact printing methods include a variety of techniques, but all methods ultimately 

involve contact between the substrate surface and a stamp or pin. In contrast, non-contact 

printing techniques vary considerably from photochemistry based methods to laser writing to 

fluid droplet dispensing. There are two main advantages to non-contact printing: reduced 

contamination and higher throughput. By keeping the printing device and the substrate 

separated at all times, the likelihood of contamination is greatly reduced. Hence, the need to 

constantly clean the printing device between uses is eliminated. Furthermore, non-contact 

printing methods hold the greatest potential for increasing microarray fabrication throughput. 

Many non contact methods deposit solutions in parallel, allowing entire arrays to be produced 

simultaneously. 

 

2.1.4.1 Photochemistry-Based Printing 

 

Photochemistry microarray printing is based on chemical treatment of the substrate 

and UV light exposure through photomasks. The two main methods are photolithography30-33 

and direct photochemical patterning30,34,35

The substrate is then immersed in solvent to remove the remaining photoresist, and 

adhesion-resistant molecules are bound to the exposed glass surfaces. Direct photo- chemical 

patterning is very similar to photolithography except that it does not require a photoresist 

layer. A substrate is coated with photochemical molecules and exposed to UV light through a 

photo mask, as illustrated in Figure 5(b). UV-exposed molecules are either activated or 

deactivated to bind biological molecules of interest. Photochemistry-based fabrication 

methods are mainly applied to protein and DNA arrays although cell adhesion regions can 

also be fabricated in this way.

. In photolithography, a positive photoresist layer is 

spin-coated onto the substrate, exposed to UV light through a photomask and then developed 

to form micrometer sized open regions where adhesion-promoting molecules are bound 

(Figure 5.a).  

36,37,25,31 Similar to all parallel patterning methods, 

photochemistry features high throughput. The disadvantages include the risk of biomolecule 

denaturization by photoresist solvents and the difficulty in patterning different samples in a 

single step.22 Photolithographic printing is commonly used in generating DNA microarrays of 

in situ synthesized oligonucleotides.38,39 For example, the Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA, 

process comprises serial light exposures through different photolithographic masks followed 

by the chemical synthesis of DNA bases at the exposed/activated sites.  
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After each exposure a single DNA base is coupled to the activated sites and the 

process is repeated until the sequences are generated. As a serial process, this method can be 

time consuming for longer sequences of oligonucleotides, but it provides high-density arrays. 

The GeneChip® (Affymetrix Inc.), a high-density-oligonucleotide array, is generated on 

fused silica substrates that carry 50 to 400 replicate arrays. Each has up to 400,000 probes on 

a 1.6 cm2 area.10 A recent innovation is to use a virtual mask created on a computer and 

projected onto the substrate with a digital micromirror array40,41. Microfeatures measuring 16 

μm2 were created in this way.

 

41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5: Schematic illustrations of photochemistry based manufacturing procedures:  

a)Photolithography applied to silane self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), b)Direct 

photochemical protein patterning by activation of a photochemical coupling species
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2.1.5 Interaction of the laser radiation with the solids 

The treatment of the solid materials by using laser as cutting, welding, incision 

constitutes one very active inquiringly field and exist a big number of bibliography around 

from this45,46,41,5. The interaction’s mechanisms of the directional laser radiation with the 

materials depend from the following parameters

• Source of irradiation  (e.g. wavelength, duration of pulse, space and time 
agreement, polarisation) 

47  

• Physical properties of the material that we radiate (these properties are 
expressed from the optical absorption’s factor, the thermical diffusion factor 
e.t.c..) 

• Environmental conditions (e.g. vacuum conditions) 

These parameters also determine the type of the basic excitations and interactions between the 

laser radiation and the material. 

 

2.1.5.1 Primary Activities 

 

The first stage in each change in the material’s structure from laser radiation, is the 

deposition of a big energy quantity at a very small surface. The total energy, the space and the 

time change of the exposure determine which type will be the final change in the surface or in 

the volume of the material.48 The basic interactions of laser pulses with a solid material 

emanates from the excitation of electrons. With the absorption of the photons, the electrons 

excite from their basic situations in not occupied situations. One-photonic ionization is the 

basic activity that takes place while the radiation with short laser pulses (ns), where the 

passages are proportional of the beam energy that was used, that is to say it dominates the 

phenomenon of linear absorption. While the radiation with ultrashort laser pulses (ps, fs) the 

sovereign phenomenon is the multiphoton absorption, where with the increase of laser’s 

energy we are led in more intense processes of not linear absorption.49 If the number of 

electrons in the conductivity zone is big, their number can increase itself via the ionization of 

conflict (impact ionization). If the beam’s energy is enough, the multiphoton absorptions and 

the ionization of conflict (impact ionization) can lead in optical collapse of the material that 

has as a result the creation of plasma22

 

. 
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2.1.5.2 Secondary Activities 

 

The initial electronic passages are followed by a complicated hierarchy of the 

secondary processes. The excited electrons de-energize and release their energy through a 

number of processes that finally create a structural change in the material. The table that 

presents the "chain of" facts that develop depending on the pulse’s time appears in figure 8.50 

The primary processes are connected with one very small time of agreement of the material’s 

polarisation. Processes of phase destruction disappear the polarisation in time that 

corresponds at 10-14 sec51. The initial distribution of the excited electron’s situations very 

rapidly changes with the interactions institution of - institution, with the result of the creation 

of a partial balance situation between the electrons in time roughly 10 -13 sec. 

 
FIGURE 8: Time development of the phenomena that develop depending on the duration of 

the pulse. 

 

The electrons that are found in the partial balance situation, they lead in their initial 

situation in time duration between 10-13 and 10-12

 

 sec emitting phonons (carrier-phonon 

scattering). The final stage of the thermal process is the redeployment of phonons in entire the 

Brillouin zone accordingly with the Bose-Einstein distribution.  

2.1.5.3 Macroscopic Regard 

 

This paragraph describes from a macroscopic side, the phenomena that develop in the 

solid material while its irradiation with powerful laser radiation. While the material’s 

irradiation, the laser radiation is absorbed in a determined region that is named length of 

optical absorption Lopt. 

 

This quantity (equation 1) is the reverse of the absorption’s factor α, 

that is presented in Beer-Lambert equation and depends from the radiation’s wavelength and 

the material (equations 1 and 2): 
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• 1
opticalL a−=                                                                       (1) 

• 
4opticalL λ
πκ

=                                                                    (2) 

 λ: the radiation’s wavelength  

 κ: the creolic part of the indicator of diffraction that expresses the absorption. 

  

In the end of the laser pulse with time duration τ, the energy of radiation is diffused under 

a form of heat in-depth that is determined from the length of the thermal diffusion52

 

 (eq. 3). 

thermalL 2xτ=                                                                       (3) 

 

where: χ the factor of thermal diffusion (equation 4): 

 

                 
v

κχ 
pC

                                                                                  (4) 

 Κ the factor of thermal conductivity of material,  

 p the density of material, 

 Cv

 

 the special heat respectively of the material that irradiates.  

Figure 9 presents the absorption of the electromagnetic radiation and the heating of the 

material, for the case where the optical absorption length Lopt. is much smaller from the 

thermal diffusion length Lthermal. 

 
FIGURE 9: Absorption of radiation and heating of the sample in the case where Lthermal>>α

 

-1 
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According to the equation 3 for pulses with big duration of time τ prevail phenomena 

of thermal diffusion, while by using laser with shorter pulses offers smaller thermal diffusion 

length during the action of the pulse and accordingly limited thermal volume. 

 

2.1.6 Laser Induced Forward Transfer (L.I.F.T.) Method 

2.1.6.1 Introduction 

 
Apart from the techniques that we reported above, the deposition of materials can be 

also achieved via methods that use laser. Technical Laser Capture Micro Dissection 

(LCM)13,15  is used for the transport and the segregation of concrete cells from a solution, but 

it cannot be used for the transport of living micro-organisms. The ultraviolet radiation is used 

for the treatment of biological substrates3,18,53 and the techniques of guidance with laser (laser 

guidance)54,55 can produce structures of limited number of polymers.The 1990, Nelson et. al19 

described the entire transport of molecules DNA from a cold hybrid target by using pulse 

laser.  In this approach that it was characterized as matrix assisted laser desorption /ionization 

time-of–flight (MALDI-TOF), the material that is transported, is dipped in a solution that 

shields it from any chance of its destruction from the use of laser. Continuity the ionised 

material is directed in the pipe of spectrograph of mass of time of flight. The Tsuboi et.al56 

used the technique of deposition via deconstruction with laser, for the transport of protein of 

silk from a solid target in substrates like hails and ZnSe under vacuum conditions. Via 

spectrum in infrared it was almost ascertained similar constitution of the transferred material 

with the initialmaterial at the target, but it was not reported the distribution of its mass. The 

Phadke et.al57,58 used a variant of this technique for the creation of thin bacteriophorhodhopsin 

surfaces and glucose oxidase surfaces too. For the restriction of laser interaction with the 

protein, they used a complex target that it contained apart from certain biological material and 

chemical agent that protected the protein from its direct interaction with the laser and 

accordingly its destruction by this.  The disadvantage of this technique is the creation of thin 

surfaces which except the protein they are contained and certain components of the solution. 

The Ringeisen et. al.59,60 created micropatterns of active proteins, 

In the technique MAPLE is avoided the destruction of biological union by dip the 

sample in regulating solution that absorbs powerfully the ultra-violet radiation.  Also high 

pressure of evaporation is presented. The complex solution is transferred in optically 

transparent surface hails. Via suitably selected objective lens the beam laser is focused in the 

down surface of hails substrates where is found the thin layer of the solution. 

viable bacteria E.coli and 

cells of ovaries of suckling rodents with the technique matrix-assisted pulsed laser 

evaporation  (MAPLE).   
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 Owing to the low concentration of thin film of the material in the target, the photons 

react initially with the regulating solution, the frozen material is evaporated releasing the 

biological union, remaining finally intact in the booth of void.  

Finally Karaiskou et. al.61 

 

applied recently the laser induced forward transfer-LIFT 

method in a line of biological molecules of creating micropatterns of nucleons  acids  and 

proteins of 50  mm size. The morphology of the transferred structures was examined with the 

method of scanning electronic microscopy (SEM), while the constitution of the substrates was 

examined with the method of electrophoresis proving that the provision of micropatterns is 

suitable for experiments of hybridization. Even if L.I.F.T. method was initially used for the 

transport of metals, this technique was extended fast also in the transport of other materials.  

It has been used also for growth of provisions of microelectronics, as capacitors,  resistors, 

chemical sensors,  biosensors, thin transistors (TFTs), organic orders TFT and organic 

passages of light (OLED).  This technique was used in this work and it is described in details 

below. 

2.1.6.2 L.I.F.T. Process    

 

The Laser Induced Forward Transfer-L.I.F.T. is a technique which allows the 

checked transport of thin coating (film) of some materials for the creation patterns. In most 

cases, the transport of thin film is achieved with by using pulse lasers, but has also realised 

with the use of continuous pulse lasers.  The beam laser, after it is shaped in dimensions of 

scale mm, it is focused in target’s surface, which is a thin coating from the material we want 

to transfer on a transparent substrate in this laser radiation62

 

 With the effect of radiation is 

created a shock wave between the surface of the coating and the transparent substrate, with 

the result of the detachment of radiating spot and its transport in the substrate’s surface that 

has been placed in parallel and very near in the target’s surface (Figure 10).   

FIGURE 10: Presentation of L.I.F.T process.  
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The system of target-substrate is placed in a cell where the deposition can take place 

under air or under vacuum conditions. The repetition of process of the transport in different 

places of the target and the substrate, under the control of computer and drivers of step 

engines has as a result the creation extensive shapes, as patterns of elements or located 

coverings. The dimensions of shaped beam laser are identified with dimensions of the 

irradiative material and at extension of unit of deposition (pixels). Figure 11, which follows, 

presents the phenomena that are happening during LIFT process with use of ultra short pulses. 

The pressure that is developed in the surface of the target under review, owing to its 

irradiation, it forces the material to be defused in the same time with the incident time of 

radiation31

 

.  Due to the fact that the beam meets first the transparent substrate of the target, we 

have the threshold of intensity for the achievement of deconstruction that is related with the 

reject of destruction of glass.  Therefore the intensity of beam should be of course smaller 

than the intensity that leads to destruction of glass. Immediately afterwards the end of pulse 

and owing to the progressive transfer of the material a shock wave is created in between the 

surface of target-air, which continues propagating itself in air. The same moment, it is created 

in a material a wave of rarefaction (rarefaction wave) in opposite direction from the direction 

of distribution of shock waves and with speed equal with the speed of sound in the material, 

contributing with this way,  in the of expansion abrupt increase of pressure that is developed 

in the target. The surface between the target-air begins to shift the moment where the pressure 

near in the surface exceeds the atmospheric pressure, while the speed of the transferred 

material increases progressively with increase of pressure associates the time of vibration.  

 
FIGURE 11: Stages of ejection of material during L.I.F.T. process 

 

Laser absorption within the optical 
depth l~a-1. High pressure is induced. 

A shock wave propagates in the air and a 
rarefaction wave propagates in the opposite 
direction. 

Plane shock wave propagation 
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2.1.6.3 Advantages of L.I.F.T. method   

 

Basic advantage of L.I.F.T. method is the simplicity with which the materials can be 

transferred, without the help of some material of transporting uterus. In comparison with 

photolithography methods, what were presented very analytically in the previous paragraph, 

the present method is a "clean" activity of step.  Finally, it can be used for the deposition of 

big variety of materials in various substrates. It has been applied, as we reported also in the 

import, for the transport of metals (Cr,  Au,  Al,  Cu ,  Ni), metal oxides , semiconductors  (Si,  

Ge)  and recently it is used in the transport of biological materials  (Pyrene) as well as organic 

materials 

 

 (PMMA). 

2.2. 3D Patterning Methods  
 

Femtosecond laser interaction with matter differs essentially from those with longer 

pulses or CW lasers in its significant nonlinearity, ultrafast characteristics and the possibility 

of highly localization of reaction volume. The multi-photon photopolymerization technology 

is expected to play a similar role to that played by lithography for planar semiconductor 

device processing and for micro-nanofabrication of 3D polymer-based optoelectronic devices 

as well for microelectromechanical systems. The emergence of a new technology in 1997, 

two-photon polymerization1 (2PP), has brought the light curable resin into the realm of 

nanofabrication. As indicated by the name, the resins are polymerized not by absorbing one 

UV photon, but by simultaneously absorbing two photons at longer wavelength, usually in the 

red-infrared (IR) spectral region. The two-photon process67,68  has at least two advantages 

compared to single-photon absorption used in conventional rapid prototyping. First, common 

polymers have negligible linear absorption in the red -near- infrared (NIR) region, so the laser 

penetrates deeply into materials and directly induces polymerization from inside without 

contaminating outside of the focal volume. Secondly, the quadratic dependence of 

polymerization rate on the light intensity enables 3D spatial resolution, and the accuracy is 

better than that achieved in single photon process. In addition three photon polymerization 

(3PP) is initiated through the non linear process of three-photon absorption of a photoinitiator, 

and induces several chemical reactions between starter molecules and monomers in a 

transparent resin. 3PP is a process which allows the fabrication of components of very high 

resolution. The 3PP was experimentally reported for the first time in 2005 by M. Farsari, G. 

Filippidis and C. Fotakis69

 

 for fabrication microstructures with high resolution. 
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2.2.1 Material processing with femtosecond lasers 
 
2.2.1.1 Interaction of an organic medium with light 
 

The interaction of an organic medium with light can be regarded within the 

framework of a dielectric subjected to an electric field. In the dipole approximation, the 

induced dipole momentum in a molecule due to the applied field is given by the following 

equation [5]: 

erind −=µ                          [5] 

where e is the electronic charge and r is the field induced displacement. The bulk polarization 

resulting from this induced dipole moment is given by:  

NerPind −=                       [6] 

where N is the electron density in the medium. In these cases (where the field strength is low), 

to a good approximation, the induced polarization Pind

EXPind
)1(=

 in a medium, due to the applied 

electric field E is linear in E and can be written as:  

                      [7] 

where X(1) is a susceptibility and is a second rank tensor and has 9 components because it 

relates all the components of the polarization vector with all components of the electric field 

vector. The optical response of a medium at an optical frequency ω is represented 

equivalently by the complex refractive index nc

( ) )1(2 41 Xnc πωω +=

 given by: 

         [8] 

The complex refractive index can be written as the sum of the real and imaginary part as: 

iknnc +=                          [9] 

where n the real part which corresponds to the dispersion of refractive index ,while k the 

imaginary part which corresponds to an electronic absorption. 

 This can be understood by considering the medium to be an assembly of forced 

harmonic oscillators which are driven by sinusoidal optical field. The oscillators also 

experience a damping force which can be interpreted as an exchange of energy between the 

optical field and the medium. Using the harmonic oscillator model, we get the following 

equation of motion: 

E
m
ex

dt
dx

dt
xd

−=+Γ+ 2
02

2

2 ω
       [10] 

where Γ is the damping constant .Considering a sinusoidal electric field:  

[ ]titi eeEtE ωω −+= 02
1)(

               [11] 
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The solutions to this differential equation are: 
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The real part of the refractive index corresponds to dispersion while the imaginary part 

corresponds to absorption. 

 

2.2.1.2 Non linear Optical Effects 

  

 The treatment of the previous section assumed the medium to be a collection of 

harmonic oscillators. This assumption is valid only for small displacement from the 

equilibrium position. If the field is strong enough as in our case, the equation of motion will 

contain non harmonic terms. Equation [10] must be modified to: 

E
m
ebxaxx

dt
dx

dt
xd

−=++++Γ+ .........2 322
02

2

ω
       [14] 

 If the diversion in harmony is small compared to the linear term, the solution can be 

approximated as a power series in E. The value of material polarization P can be written as: 

............3)3(2)2()1( +++= EEEP χχχ                [15] 

where the quantities of x(1), x(2), x(3) are first, second and third- -rank tensors, representing 

linear, second-order and third-order optical susceptibilities. X(2) gives rise to second order 

nonlinear effects such as optical rectification, second harmonic generation, and linear electro-

optic effect. X(3) is responsible for third-order effects such as optical Kerr effect, electric field 

induced second harmonic generation, four wave mixing, third harmonic generation and two 

photon absorption. In resonant processes, there is no contribution from the even-order 

susceptibilities like χ(2) and χ(4). Therefore, the nonlinear absorption is described by the 

imaginary parts of χ(3), χ(5)

Nonlinear processes

 of which typical effects are two-photon and three-photon 

absorptions, respectively.  
70,71, for example, multiphoton absorption including two-photon 

absorption (TPA)71,72, have come to play a dominant role in nanofabrication. In order to 

produce a lasting effect on a material, photons must first be absorbed.  
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The energy and momentum are exchanged between the optical fields and molecules 

through absorption and emission. In such a process, the imaginary part of nonlinear 

susceptibility represents the energy transfer from the light field to a medium. 

The energy exchanged between the light beam and the medium per unit time and unit 

volume is: 

PE
dt

dW 
⋅=

                              [16] 

where E is the electric field vector and the brackets denote time average over several cycles of 

the field. 

 Particularly, for degenerate TPA, that is, the process of photons of identical energy 

that are simultaneously absorbed, the energy absorption rate is: 

]Im[8 )3(2
22

2

χωπ I
ncdt

dW
=

                 [17] 

 It is seen that the TPA rate quadratically depends on the light intensity, which is an 

important mechanism to improve the spatial resolution in two-photon fabrication. Typical 

values of intensity are 1069 photons/cm2

 

*sec. Something proportional matters in chemical 

reactions like 2A + B --> C where the rate of this reaction depends quadratically on the 

concentration of A.  

2.2.1.3 Cross section of 2PA  

 

Two photon absorption (TPA) is often described in terms of a cross section σ2. A 

high capability of materials to absorb photons via TPA is desired, which is described by TPA 

cross-section, σ2

2
2 NF

dt
dnp σ=

, defined by 

                                   [18] 

where N and dnp

]Im[8 )3(2
22

22

2 χπσ I
Nnc

hv
=

/dt are the number of absorbing molecules per unit volume and the number 

of absorbed photons per unit time respectively. F=I/hn denotes photon flux. According to 

equation [19], the TPA cross-section is: 

             [19] 

Two Photon cross-section can also be expressed in terms of the change in intensity of an 

incident laser beam: 
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FIGURE 12: Change in intensity of a beam as it propagates through a medium 

  

The change in intensity I of a beam as it propagates through a medium with linear and two 

photon absorption is given by:  

)( 2
21 IaIa

dz
dI

+−=
                             [20] 

where a1 is the linear absorption coefficient and a2 is the two photon absorption coefficient 

related to the imaginary part of the third order susceptibility x(3)

For a beam with a rectangular temporal profile and a Gaussian spatial profile and for 

a medium with no linear attenuation (a

.  

1

]1[ln(1)( 20
2

LaI
La

LI +=

=0), the transmitted intensity I(L) can be shown to be: 

                     [21] 

where I0 is the incident  intensity and L is the thickness of the sample.  The molecular two 

photon absorption cross section σ2 is related to a2

3
02022 10−×== dNNhva Aσσ

 by: 

              [22] 

where hv is the incident photon energy, N0 is the molecular density (cm-3), NA is the 

Avogadro number and d0 the concentration (mol l-1

  

). 
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2.2.1.4 Computation of multiphoton absorption coefficients at the molecular level 

 

For the calculation of nonlinear coefficients we use the sum over states method which 

is based on a pertubative expansion of the stark energy .The optical nonlinearities are 

introduced as a result of Stark mixing with various excited states. 

 For one photon transitions the most important quantity for one photon transitions is 

the transition moment
frM f 00 =

, where 0  and f  are the wave functions of the 

initial and final states involved in the transition, respectively. For a two photon absorption 

transition, the expression for the cross section contains terms of the type ifi MM 0  , where i 

stands for the intermediate time-dependent state involved in the transition.  

Then the quantity, that is important for two photon transition, is the transition tensor 
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 given by the following equation:  

      [23] 

where λ and μ are the unit vectors defining the polarizations of the two photons in the 

laboratory coordinates, 0 and f are the ground electronic state and the final excited state, and i 

is one of the N intermediates states. The terms 0ri  and irf  are the transitions 

moments for the 0 --> i and i --> f transitions. Eλ and Eμ are the energies of the two photons 

respectively and Ei and Γ i are the energy and linewidth corresponding to the ith
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 intermediate 

state respectively. In terms of the transition tensor, the basic cross section for TPA is given by 

the expression: 

                                          [24] 

where g is the line shape function and is Gaussian. 

 The design of molecules that have a large TPA cross-section is an important task of 

stereolithography using two-photon polymerization. First, a femtosecond laser carries much 

greater peak power. With conventional light sources the strength of the light field is in the 

range of 1 V/cm and the resulting elongation of dipole is smaller than 10-16 m, much smaller 

than atomic or molecular diameters (10-10~10-7 m). With femtosecond laser irradiation, the 

field strength is 108 V/cm, which corresponds to an incident light intensity of 100GW/cm2

Two photon absorption has an extremely small cross-section, it is confined to occur 

only in a small 3D volume around the close vicinity of the laser focus, less than the cubic 

wavelength (λ

 

and is sufficient to induce direct bond breaking. 

3).  
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Typical values for TPA cross section are 10-48 -10-50 cm4 sec/photons.  Hence, a quite 

high 3D spatial resolution can be achieved in the pinpoint exposure. Secondly, when materials 

are irradiated with femtosecond laser pulses, the photon energy is deposited much faster than 

electrons could transfer it to the lattice, or molecule/ atom oscillations through phonon 

emission, meaning that the excitation is a heat insulation process72,74,75

 

. 

2.2.2 Two photon polymerization 

Two-photon polymerization (2PP) was experimentally reported for the first time in 

1965 by Pao and Rentzepis76 as the first example of multiphoton excitation-induced 

photochemical reactions. They focused 694nm laser from a pulsed Ruby laser into a sample 

of styrene that was cooled to 77 o

 Two-photon polymerization has unique advantages: 

K. After developing in methanol, solid precipitate was 

extracted and confirmed to be polystyrene through IR absorption. In the particular 

experiment, no photo sensitizer was used and the author tried to increase the two photon 

absorbance by using monomers with added functional groups, such as para-iso-propylstyrene 

and chlorine-substituted derivatives of styrene. As a result, much enhanced two-photon 

polymerization was observed. 

• First of all, it has intrinsic ability to produce 3D structures. In addition, the long 

wavelength chosen for TPA has less absorption and less scattering, which gives rise 

to the deep penetration of light; use of ultrashort pulses can start intense nonlinear 

processes at relatively low average power, without thermally damaging the samples. 

• The two-photon polymerization system doesn’t need vacuum condition for operation. 

The system is easy to operate and maintain.  

• No mask or stamp is needed for fabrication too. It directly converts computer- 

designed patterns into matter structure. The rapid turnaround time for fabrication 

allows one to quickly iterate and modify design. 

 

2.2.2.1 Fundamentals of Stereolithography using Two Photon Polymerization Method 

 

 Photopolymerization is one of the most important types of photochemical reactions 

that have been used for laser fabrication77. This is because the material resins undergo a 

significant phase transition after laser irradiation, from liquid to solid, and non-polymerized 

liquid is easily removed by a developing process so that solidified 3D structures stand out78. 

The basic components of the starting liquid material are monomers and oligomers (or 

prepolymer). Upon light excitation, the monomers or oligomers may be solidified by two 

means: polymerization and crosslinking77. 
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2.2.2.1.a  Descriptions of polymerization based on radical initiators 

 

 An important feature of polymerization is the chain reaction by which 

macromolecules are created, while cross-linking is concerned more with the formation of 

crosslinks with chemical bonds.  An important difference of these two kinds of reaction lies in 

their quantum yield, which is defined as the ratio of number of polymerized monomer units to 

the number of photons that are needed to cause this polymerization.   

In the case of photocrosslinking, addition of each monomer unit requires absorption 

of a photon, leading to a quantum yield less than 1.  

 In contrast, photopolymerization is realized via chain reactions as shown in the 

following equation [26], so the quantum yield can reach several thousands. 

 

n
M

n
MM MMMMM →→→ −132 ......               [25] 

 

Here M is the monomer or oligomer unit, and Mn

 

, the macromolecule containing n monomer 

units. The quantum yield of general monomers and oligomers is low. In order to increase the 

initiating efficiency, one or several low-weight molecules that are more sensitive to light 

irradiation are added. They form initiating species of radicals or cautions by absorbing 

photons. Such small molecules are called photoinitiators: 

•→→ ∗ RII hv2
                                                 [26] 

where symbols denote photoinitiator (I), radical (R·) and I*, an intermediate state of the 

photoinitiator after absorbing a photon: 

 

•→•••→•→+• n
M RMRMMRMMR

    [27] 

The photoproduced radicals react with monomers or oligomers, producing monomer 

radicals, which combine with new monomers, and so on, so the monomer radicals expand in a 

chain reaction, until two radicals meet with each other. This chain propagation stops in either 

of the following channels: 

 

RRMRMRM nmmn +→•+•
                        [28] 

mnmn RMRMRMRM +→•+•
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Therefore the polymerization process consists of several steps: (i) photoinitiation, (ii) chain 

propagation and (iii) termination. 

A good photoinitiator should be (i) easily reduced to an initiating species upon light 

irradiation, and (ii) provide photoproduced radicals or cautions active enough to react with 

monomers or oligomers. 

 The nonlinear response of photopolymerization is caused by highly reactive oxygen 

molecules absorbed by resin. Oxygen molecules inhibit polymerization reaction at the 

beginning of polymerization, because oxygen molecules scavenge the radicals that generate 

the polymerization reaction. Accordingly, when the intensity of light is adequately low, 

polymerization reaction does not propagate, because almost all the photons are consumed by 

the oxygen molecules. 

 A photosensitizer is a molecule that absorbs light and then transfers the energy to a 

photoinitiator. With such a scheme, the photoinitiation process is expressed as: 

 

•∗∗ →→→ RISS Ihv ...                       [29] 

 

where S is the photosensitizer. A co-initiator itself doesn’t absorb light, but it is involved in 

the production of radical species. Reactions that are typically used for laser fabrication are: 

double-bond addition of acrylates (radical-type) 

                  [30] 

For a radical type initiator, benzoyl is the most widely used chromophore, which must have 

the initiator, since it exhibits good absorption in the UV region.  

 After polymerization, the oligomer constitutes the backbone of the polymer network. 

The physical, chemical and mechanical properties of the solidified resin strictly depend on the 

nature and structure of the oligomer.   

Oligomers generally contain at least two reactive groups, from which both cross-

linking and polymerization could occur.  

 Monomers have a much smaller molecular weight and consist of one or several 

reactive groups. They polymerize similarly to oligomers and are an important factor in 

determining the efficiency of polymerization. In addition, monomers are also useful for 

diluting resins so that the polymer is easier to handle for a particular use. 
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For 3D micro-nanolithography, a suitable viscosity is of particular importance due to 

the opposite requirements in different steps of processing: a high viscosity is needed for 

keeping early produced volumes where they are created, while a low viscosity facilitates 

removal of unsolidified resin from intervals. For a successful fabrication the following 

behaviours are preferred: (i) high polymerization efficiency upon light irradiation, (ii) lower 

shrinkage after polymerization, (iii) fast reaction time and low dark polymerization. 

 

2.2.2.1.b  Stepwise 2PA –Simultaneous 2PA 

 

 Selection rules for single-photon and two-photon excitation (2PE) are different, even 

parity transitions for 2PA and odd parity transitions for one photon absorption.  Electron 

excitations can occur stepwise or simultaneously as shown in Figures 13a,b. 

 
FIGURE 13: Illustration of two-photon absorption schemes. a) stepwise 2PA with an actual 

intermediate energy level, and b) simultaneous 2PA with a virtual energy level. 

 

The former could be treated as two sequential single-photon absorption processes and 

relies on the existence of a real intermediate state, from which an excited population is further 

pumped to a higher energy level by absorbing photons of the same energy as the ground state 

(excited state absorption). Such a process, although on some occasions also called 2PA or 

stepwise 2PA.  

 Simultaneous 2PA is a quantum mechanical three-body process, where an electron 

absorbs two photons simultaneously to transcend the energy gap in one excitation event70

a) 

. As 

light passes through a molecule, a virtual state is formed when the first photon is absorbed. It 

persists for a very short duration (of the order of several femtoseconds as prescribed by 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle), which contrasts with the long lifetime of the actual 

intermediate energy level in stepwise absorption. 2PA can result if the second photon arrives 

before the decay of this virtual state. If the energy of the two photons is identical, the process 

is referred as degenerate 2PA, otherwise, the process is a non-degenerate one. For 

femtosecond laser micro-nanofabrication, simultaneous 2PA is more relevant. 

b) 
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 However, since the transition probability of two-photon absorption tends to be 

extremely small, these processes generally require an expensive short-pulsed laser such as a 

Ti: Sapphire type.  

 The 2PA can be utilized for inducing photopolymerization. The difference between 

one-photon and two-photon induced photopolymerization lies in how the energy for 

activating initiators is provided.  

  

2.2.2.1.c  High Efficiency Two-Photon Materials 

 

 Molecules of large TPA cross-section79 are very important for the broad application 

of two-photon photopolymerization technology.  Polar molecules were found to have a large 

change of dipole moment (Δμ>10D) upon excitation from ground state to excited state80. 

Since both the ground and excited state can participate in the formation of the virtual energy 

level, the transition probability is proportional to (Δμ)4. For example TPA cross-section can 

be larger than σ2~10-50cm4s photon-1

One important effort in the molecular design of large σ

. 

2 is searching for a molecular 

structure that potentially has larger Δμ. It was found that π-conjugated systems such as those 

with phenylethenyl , fluorenyl80

In these molecules, electron- donating (D) and/or electron-withdrawing (A) moieties 

were separated by a conjugated π-electron system (A-π-A, D-π-D, D-π-A-π-D and A-π-D-π-

A). It is theoretically predicted and experimentally found

, or polyenyl constructs were good candidates.  

5 that σ2

Another concern in two-photon molecule design is wavelength sensitivity

 can be enhanced by 

increasing the conjugation length and the donor and acceptor strengths. 
80

 In addition for increasing TPA cross-section of chromophores, there is another route 

to enhance TPA by increasing the chromophore number density without causing aggregation. 

. This 

arises from the fact that the most suitable femtosecond laser is solid wavelength-tunable 

Ti:Sapphire laser, of which the wavelength ranges from 680 nm ~ 840 nm. 

 

2.2.2.1.d  Dynamic Power Range 

 

 The polymerized size increases with the increase of the irradiation duration (Δt) and 

the square of light intensity, S.L.I., (I2). The dynamic power range is defined by the window 

between the two photon polymerization threshold and the laser-induced breakdown 

threshold76. The photopolymerization threshold is determined by the production efficiency of 

initiating species from excited triplet states, which is characterized by the quantum yield of 

polymerization.  
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The reactions that produce radicals should compete with monomer quenching, 

oxygen quenching and other pathways of deactivation of the excited states like 

phosphorescence emission. The threshold is also determined by the reactivity of radicals and 

monomers. When laser irradiation is greater than a particular value, intense damage is 

induced in materials. This phenomenon is called laser-induced breakdown. The breakdown is 

dominated by a thermal process when pulse width is long (e.g. >10 ps) for most transparent 

materials70,76

This was evidenced by observations that the breakdown threshold scales 

approximately with pulse width by τ

. 

1/2 for t >10 ps 6. For shorter pulse widths  (<1 ps), it is 

believed that the breakdown occurs in various materials via plasma generation81

The generated plasma can absorb and defocus the remaining incident light field. The 

breakdown causes the ablation process at sample surface and micro-explosion inside bulk, 

both accompanied by vaporization and atomization of the sample constituents. 

. Plasma can 

be produced via an avalanche process whereby free electrons are accelerated by the incident 

light field, causing an explosive cascade growth in electron density.  

 Therefore, measures could be taken to increase the quantum yield of polymerization, 

and therefore the dynamic power range. A simple and effective method is choosing laser 

wavelength so that radicals are produced more efficiently. It was experimentally observed82

 

 

that the two-photon exposure threshold at 660 nm is roughly half of that at 700 nm, and 

approximately five times lower than that at 800 nm, while the breakdown threshold didn’t 

vary significantly. The most efficient method is use of high TPA cross-section initiators. 

2.2.3 Advanced techniques in two-photon micro-fabrication 

 

 The progress of femtosecond laser technology and exploration of high efficiency 

photoinitiators and photosensitizers have fuelled the progress of two photon polymerization 

lithography. Its basic principle and potential applications have been demonstrated. However, 

to establish this technology as a micro-processing tool, a lot of work on optics, materials and 

electronic controlling has been done to reduce the writing laser power, evaluate and improve 

the fabrication accuracy and efficiency, and launch new applications. 

 

2.2.3.1 Laser Diffraction Limit 

 

 Compared with projection lithography (photo, x-ray and electron beam) and soft 

lithography technologies, two-photon photopolymerization is unique in its 3D processing 

capability. However, the use of relatively long wavelength worsens the spatial resolution, for 

which the bottleneck is set by the optical diffraction limit.  
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This is a limiting factor for the wide application of this technology. In this section, we will 

introduce how to avoid this problem and achieve SDL accuracy in 3D fabrication. 

In two-photon 3D lithography, the Gaussian output of the laser undergoes beam 

expansion and focusing, and is spatially filtered, producing a relatively flat wave front. Light 

distribution at the focal plane arises essentially from Fraunhoffer diffraction on the aperture of 

an objective lens, of which the diffraction pattern is shown by the Figure 14. The light 

intensity due to the constructive and destructive interference in the focal plane was assumed 

to follow a formula due to Airy:  

( ) 0
2

1 /)(2)( IxxJxI =
     [31] 

where x=2πaw/λ, w is the coordinate in the diffraction pattern, and Iο=ED/λ2R2 is the 

intensity at the centre of the pattern, E is the total energy incident upon the aperture and 

D=πα2

 

 is area of the aperture with an effective radius a. 

 
FIGURE 14: Light intensity analysis for understanding the achievement of sub-diffraction-

limit spatial resolution. Focal plane light intensity (dashed line) and the square of light 

intensity (solid line) distribution are associated with single-photon and two-photon excitation, 

respectively. Their derivative distribution is also shown. The inset is the diffraction pattern at 

the focal plane 

 

For imaging, the resolving power was limited by Rayleigh’s criterion, r=k1λ/NA, due 

to the signal overlapping from neighbouring object points, where k1=0.4~0.6 is a constant 

depending on the laser line width and projection geometry.  The spatial resolution could be 

improved by utilizing either shorter wavelengths or larger NA focusing, but the diffraction 

limit cannot be circumvented. 
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  For direct laser writing, a single focused beam is employed, producing an Airy 

pattern. The issue of light intensity overlapping is eliminated and the light intensity at the 

focal point was continuously adjustable.   

Therefore, even if the focal spot size is fixed for a given optical system (wavelength 

and objective lens), the diffraction limit can be circumvented, provided that the 

photochemical processes responsible for the formation of voxels have a threshold response to 

light excitation.  Here the threshold was a level of light intensity (Fig.14), above which the 

photochemical reactions become irreversible (for example, photopolymerized).  In this case, 

the diffraction limit becomes just a measure of the focal spot size; it does not put any actual 

restraint on voxel sizes. 

 

2.2.3.2 Thresholding Mechanism: Radical Quenching Effects 

 

 Thresholding performance depends on the individual mechanism of photochemical 

reactions.  In radical type photopolymerization, oxygen molecules play an important role in 

the reaction process83

• The first is triplet state quenching (T-quenching), where the triplet state of the 

initiator molecules can be directly consumed by reacting with oxygen molecules 

without generating any radicals.  

 (Fig.15). Oxygen quenches polymerization via two possible routes: 

 

 
FIGURE 15: Photopolymerization quenching by oxygen molecules under two mechanisms: 

triplet state quenching (T-quenching) and radical quenching (R-quenching). The latter is the 

major factor that works in the sub-diffraction-limit fabrication. 

 

• The second effect is radical quenching (R-quenching), where radicals combine with 

oxygen molecules, producing much less active peroxial radicals.  This phenomenon, 

common in radical type polymerization, is the origin of the reaction induction period 

and it reduces polymerization efficiency .The two-photon photopolymerization 

threshold is closely related to the radical quenching effect.  
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            By tailoring the light intensity at the focal volume, it is possible to reach a state where 

TPA-induced radicals survive and initiate polymerization only at the region where exposure 

energy is larger than the threshold.  The intensity of high-order diffraction features (see the 

subsidiary maxima in the inset of Fig.14) was low, and therefore easily controlled under the 

TPA threshold. Any chemical species that tends to prohibit photopolymerization reactions, 

even in small concentrations, is called quencher.  Oxygen is just one of many choices of 

quencher84,85

 

. 

2.2.3.3 Two-Photon Excitation Related Focal Spots 

 

When IR ultra-short laser pulses are tightly focused in a resin, initiators are 

decomposed into radicals by simultaneously absorbing two photons. The number of photons 

absorbed per molecule per unit time by means of TPA is proportional to the TPA cross-

section, to σ2

∫=
V

dVzrSICN ),,(22
02 ϑφσ

 and to SLI. The total number of photons absorbed per unit time is also a 

function of initiator concentration, C, and the volume V. In the absence of saturation and 

photobleaching, the number of radicals generated per unit time, N, is given by: 

                 [32] 

 

where I0 is the light intensity at the geometrical focal point, S(r,θ,z) is a unitless function used 

to describe the spatial distribution of the incident light, and φ is the quantum efficiency of 

radical yield. The shape of the TPE focal spot is determined by S2

 

(r,θ,z).  

2.2.4 Three photon polymerization 

 

 The 3PP initiated through the non linear process of three-photon absorption of a 

photoinitiator, and induces several chemical reactions between starter molecules and 

monomers in a transparent resin. The probability of three-photon absorption by the 

photoinitiator is proportional to P3, where P is the laser pulse energy and 3 is the number of 

photons involved in the process86

Thus, under tight-focusing conditions, three-photon absorption occurs only at the 

focal point and polymer is only formed within a volume on the order of λ

. 

3, where λ is the 

laser wavelength86. By scanning the focal point in the x, y, and z directions throughout the 

sample, the desired pattern can be formed87

 

. 
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2.2.4.1 Cross section of Three Photon Absorption 

 

 The three photon absorption is a nonlinear process and requires high intensities 1030 

photon/cm2sec. Just as the two photon absorption cross section is proportional to Im(X(3)) the 

three photon absorption cross section is proportional to Im(X(5)

)( 3
3

2
21 IaIaIa

dz
dI

++−=

). The analysis of three photon 

absorption is an extension of three photon absorption case. If we include three photon 

absorption equation [22] will be modified as:  

       [33] 

where a3 is the three photon absorption coefficient and is related to the imaginary part of X(5)

If we assume negligible linear and two photon absorption, and a rectangular spatial 

and temporal profile the solution to this equation is:  

. 

2
03

0

21
)(

zIa

I
ZI

+
=

                 [34] 

The three photon absorption cross section σ3 (cm6s2) is related to a3 and the number density 

of the solute molecules N0

(hv)

 by 
2a3=σ3Ν0

The TPA cross section is related also with single photon absorption cross section. 

                              [35] 

 

 
FIGURE 16: Three layer system 

 

kjkfjkij ττσσσσ =3                       [36] 

where σ ij is one photon cross section which is 10-16 cm2 and τ can be calculated by Heisenberg 

principle and is  10-16

 

sec. So the TPA cross section is: 

        
2680

3 10 scm−=σ                     [37] 
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2.2.4.2 Applications of 3PP 

 
 Three photon polymerization, a micro-nanotechnology still in its infancy and a 

subject of active research, has potential use in fields such as photonics, optoelectronics, 

biology, micro-machines and MEMS, and so forth. Among many, here we introduce 

applications that already have proof of concept. 

  

2.2.4.2.a Fabrication of PhCs 

 
 One of the most important applications of 3PP is the fabrication of PhCs.  Photonic 

crystals89,90

 There are at least two advantages to fabricating PhCs using 3PP technology. First of 

all is the potential to produce PhCs of arbitrarily designed lattices.  PhCs of varied lattice 

types, lattice constant and filling factors are realizable just by scanning different CAD 

patterns.  This simplicity in fabrication permits a systematic study of PhC physics and suits 

various requirements for a practical system. Secondly, there is the diversity of usable 

materials and functions.  

 (PhCs) are microstructures with a periodical distribution of refractive indexes.  

They are the optical analogue of semiconductors, where a band gap is open due to the electron 

wave modulation by periodic Coulombic potential. In a PhC, the multiple interference among 

waves scattered from each primitive unit may lead to a frequency region, called a photonic 

band gap (PBG), where light propagation in all directions is forbidden.   

The progress of molecular material engineering has made it possible to synthesize 

polymers with performances similar to or better than their inorganic counterparts. By 

introducing functional groups to unsaturated monomer or oligomer units in a molecular 

structure, or just by doping the functional polymers into known photopolymerizable materials, 

optical, electronic, magnetic, and mechanical functions can be imparted to devices. 

 

2.2.4.2.b Functional Micromachines and Microelectromechanical Systems and their 

Optical Actuating 

 

 A number of micro components have been fabricated by 3PP. These structures are 

good proof of the fabrication capability of 3PP technology. Even more complicated devices 

can be produced, which should be composed of two types of components classified according 

to their functions, static parts for support, connection or confinement, and movable parts. 

Both need precise shaping, positioning and jointing during photofabrication.  
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For movable components, an essential issue to address prior to fabrication is finding a 

suitable actuating mechanism. Appropriate electric, optical, thermal, magnetic, and chemical 

effects need to be found to achieve this end. Electrically controlling micro systems, the 

requirement of MEMS, is most desirable. However, there is a long way to go before 

introducing conductive polymer into structures and integrating polymer devices on an IC-

contained semiconductor chip or developing polymer ICs. Optical force provides a simple 

solution, which is the currently most practical mechanism for actuating micro- or nano-

devices. The technique of optical manipulation has been employed as a unique means of 

controlling micro-dynamics of small objects without physical contact since the pioneering 

works by Ashkin91,92

The laser irradiation pressure (gradient and scattering forces) forms the basis of light 

actuation of micromechanical devices, which falls into three categories: windmill rotation, 

rotating by photon angular momentum transfer, and push-pull due to 3D trapping. In the 

following sections, we will describe how these optical powering approaches have been or will 

be applied for driving micro-machines. 

. 

 For example, windmills rotate when facing wind, a phenomenon known since ancient 

times. It is not surprising that similar rotational phenomena have been frequently observed in 

laser-trapped particles. The rotational torque arises from the axial irradiation force and from 

the asymmetrical or rotation-symmetrical shape of the particles. The rotation rate is 

proportional to the trapping laser’s power, and is related to the shape of the objects and the 

viscous drag from the ambient medium.  

In a micro-machine, it is important to design a device structure of helical shape and of 

proper rotation symmetry so that the structure could be fixed (trapped) at a suitable position 

and with the desired orientation, for high stability and for minimizing the friction between the 

rotating parts and its axle (if there is one). The translation momentum from the “photon wind’ 

’needs to be efficiently converted to the spinning momentum of the object. A number of 

micro-components satisfying the above requirements have been produced by various micro-

fabrication technologies93,94

  

.  

2.2.4.2.c Mechanics of Three Photon Polymerized Nanodevices 

 

 Like numerous electronic devices, such as personal computers and cellular phones, 

that have gained cost advantage from integrating most of their functions onto a single chip, 

mechanical micro-nanodevices and their integrated systems are expected to spur the next 

revolution in the manufacturing industry.  
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It is already a well known principle in the aircraft manufacturing industry that real-

size systems that are proportionally scaled up from designed models don’t work. This is 

because the surface area and mass (or volume) of an object do not proportionally increase 

with dimensions and they follow different laws (square and cubic laws respectively). The 

same principle applies when the size of devices are scaled down to micro nanometer sizes. 

For example, if the feature size of a device is reduced from millimetres to nanometers, the 

surface-to mass ratio increases by 106

 Therefore, in the nano realm, mass and inertia are no longer important, while 

physical, mechanical and electric characteristics such as stress and tension, thermal transfer, 

phase transition, fluid phenomena, and achievable field strength abide by rules much different 

from current experience and would dominate.  

 times.   

 The 3PP has been recognized as an important method for producing micromechanical 

and MEMS devices. It provides a good opportunity to explore nano-device mechanics. Sun et 

al.72,95

The spring was observed to be prolonged from its original length, and restored to its 

original state after the laser was turned off. Elongations of up to 7 μm over many cycles didn’t 

cause any elasticity failure, as evidenced by the fact that the spring always returned to its 

original length. 

 fabricated a nano-spring using this technology. The laser system for TPA 

photopolymerization, with a wavelength tuned to 820 nm, was used for the laser trapping. 

When the laser focus was carefully adjusted, the bead was found to be three-dimensionally 

trapped and able to be freely manipulated. The spring was pulled by moving the trapped bead, 

and then it was released by blocking the laser, initiating an oscillation.  
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In this chapter the materials that were used in this study are being described. This chapter is 

separated in two parts, too. In the first part we focus in presentation of the materials that were 

used during the 2D deposition by using the Laser Induced Forward Transfer-LIFT method. In 

the second part are described the materials that were used during the 3D deposition by using 

the Multi-Photon-polymerization method.     

 

A. Materials that were used for the 2D deposition by LI.F.T. Method 
 
3.1 Self-Assembled Peptide Fibrils 

 
3.1.1. Self-Assembly in Biology 

 
If we make a search in history books about the relationship between human 

civilizations and materials through the years, we will see that each era is characterized by the 

material that was used mostly or discovered at that time. This made us to name those eras and 

characterize them as Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Concrete/Steel Age, Polymer Age 

and Silicon Age. In the Table 1 below, we can see an estimation of the duration of each Age. 

The dates show that humanity started working with modern materials only since the 20th 

century. These modern materials have transformed the whole world in many different 

domains that have to do for example with medicine, lifestyle, transportation and 

communication, etc. 

 

Table 1: Duration of Materials Ages 
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As the materials world is improving and new technologies are applied to materials, 

we start having the ability to design our own materials. The word ‘Design’ means our own 

desired type of material with shape, size and all the properties that will satisfy our need. We 

can design soft or hard materials; nano-scale or macro-scale materials and we can also insert 

materials to function into different environments like the human body. 

 Collecting all the achievements that show us what hides behind the properties of 

each material in nature through the years, enables us to reach the goal of designing and 

predicting the properties of a new material. Leonardo Da Vinci stated about materials: ‘when 

nature finishes to produce its own species, man begins using natural things in harmony with 

this very nature to create infinity of species’. The name that will characterize the new Age of 

the 21th century is ‘Designed Materials’ and it covers a very wide range of materials such as 

metals, polymeric, magnetic, ceramic, semi-conducting and biological materials1

 

. 

3.1.2 Fibrous Proteins in Nature 

 

An important inspiration from Nature that has provided many applications in our 

daily life is drawn from fibrous proteins. We can find those proteins in our body’s skin, 

tendons, and bones and also in the silks of insects. Inside cells there are mainly three types of 

fibrous proteins such as microtubules, actin filaments and intermediate filaments (Figure 1A, 

B, and C respectively). We see from Figure 1 that those proteins are composed of a single 

subunit which is repeated thousands of times in order to give a very stable structure. This type 

of structure is called ‘assembly’ of monomers and attributes its stability to electrostatic 

interactions, hydrogen bonds, aromatic stacking interactions and hydrophobic interactions. 

Actin filaments are 8nm width and consist of a tight helix. The monomer is globular actin (G 

actin) and the stability is attributed to polar interactions. Actin filaments are used in muscle 

cells and in cell movements. 

 
FIGURE 1: A. Actin filament, B. Microtubule, C. Intermediate filament 
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Microtubules are 25nm wide and have a cylindrical structure. The monomer is tubulin 

which assembles into 13 protofilaments that are aligned parallel to form the microtubule. 

Microtubules can be used as carriers for proteins, such as kinesin and dynein, or cell 

components. Intermediate filament monomers are composed of an alpha helical rod domain 

which connects the amino (head) and carboxyl (tail) terminals. The rods coil around another 

filament in a rope-like fashion to form a dimer. The size of the intermediate filaments is 

between 8-10 nm. There are many types of intermediate filaments and their function is to 

reinforce cells and to organize cells into tissues. Other fibrous proteins that are located 

extracellularly are elastin, resilin, keratin and collagen.  

Those proteins play a very important role in the substructure of skin, bones and 

tissues in mammals, and insects. Elastin helps in the function of arteries and also exists in 

large quantities in the blood vessels such as the aorta. Its primary sequence is rich in valine, 

glycine, alanine and proline amino acids. The real internal structure is modeled as a beta-

spiral and is reinforced with cross-links which are attributed to covalent bonds between lysine 

residues (Figure 2)2.Resilins are major components in the structures of insect tendons. Their 

primary sequence contains elastin-like repeats, reinforced with cross links, and therefore have 

similar mechanical properties with elastin. Keratins exist in hair, horns and nails of mammals, 

fish scales, and exoskeleton of the arthropods. Keratins contain many hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic residues that are arranged in a way to give an alpha-helical coiled-coil structure. 

They also contain cysteines which provide a network of disulfide bridges across the helix. 

This gives the unique characteristics of our hair and enables us to modify their structure with 

heat and reducing/oxidizing agents. Collagen is considered as the most important fibrous 

protein in mammals; it plays a vital role in the skin, teeth, bones and tissues, has very large 

tensile strength and its building block called “tropocollagen” is a long, triple stranded helical 

structure. Each collagen fibril contains many tropocollagen subunits which selfassemble and 

cross-link with covalent bonds (Figure 3). Collagen is used as a compound for many 

applications such as dermal augmentation, drug delivery, wound healing, tissue engineering 

and cell attachment3. Finally another important family of fibrous proteins that exist in nature 

is silks; silks can be synthesized by spiders and insects. Silkworm (Bombyx mori) cocoons are 

composed of two major proteins, fibroin and sericine4. Fibroin contains glycine 44.5%, 

alanine 29.3% and serine 12.1% and adopts a β-sheet configuration with beta-strands been 

parallel to the axis of the fibril (Figure 4). 
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       FIGURE 2: Elastin structure                       FIGURE 3: Collagen structure 

 
FIGURE 4: Silk fibroin structure            FIGURE 5: Top-down and Bottom-up process 

 
Inspired from Nature and after the enormous developments in the synthesis of 

polymeric materials, scientists have created synthetic fibrils that have changed our daily life 

to a great extent. Protein fibrils offer many advantages compared to the synthetic ones 

because they assembly under mild conditions and we can use many variations of building 

units in order to improve their properties. However for large scale technological applications 

their synthesis is still limited, but this will hopefully be overcome in the near future. Before 

we proceed to a further explanation of self-assembled biomaterials, it is useful to compare the 

two ways that man kind on one hand, and Nature on the other hand, design and build new 

materials. There are two different approaches: the top-down and the bottom-up. The top-down 

approach is used to fabricate materials from macro to nano-scale3 

 

(Figure 5).  
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In Table 2 we can see the diameter of each fibrous assembly. Some of those building 

blocks can be arranged into fibrils that reach micrometers in length. Those fibrils in 

combination with other molecules can help for motility, scaffolding, stabilization and 

protection purposes. In order to study those fibrils and use them for biological applications we 

need to assemble them under our own desired conditions in vitro. During the last 15 years this 

‘in vitro’ approach has made a tremendous progress and improved our understanding of the 

mechanisms that underlie the self-assembly of these proteins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Diameter of Fibrous Assemblies 

3.1.3 Amyloid fibrous assemblies 
 

Amyloid fibrils are fibrillar aggregates that have specific morphological and 

structural properties. They are widely known for their pathological role in living organisms 

since they are associated with a large group of neurodegenerative diseases, (Table 3). 

However there are examples in Nature which show that amyloids might play a functional role 

in living systems such as in Escherichia coli and Streptomyces coelicolor 4. When we use the 

term amyloid, we describe a proteinaceous assembly consisting of unbranched long fibrils. 

There is not a specific protein associated with amyloid assemblies since many proteins or 

peptides can form amyloid fibrils. More than 30 proteins that cause amyloid diseases and 

many amyloid forming peptides from various proteins have been identified so far. In Table 3 

we list a number of amyloid forming proteins that are connected with some of the most 

important diseases of our times. Amyloid deposits can occur in several parts of the body as 

kidney, heart, spleen and mostly the brain.

Alzheimer’s disease is one of the most common types of dementia. Dementia is a 

grοup of symptoms that cause damage to brain cells. In 1901 an unusual patient was 

examined by the German Physician Alois Alzheimer; the patient showed symptoms of 

confusion, failing memory and expression of thoughts. After some years the patient became 

bedridden and mute and Alzheimer decided to perform an autopsy. The patient’s brain had a 

smaller size than usual and there were some microscopic deposits on it. This strange disorder 

soon became known as ‘Alzheimer’s disease’ and the deposits renamed as ‘plaques’ and 

‘tangles’.  

4 
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According to the Alzheimer's disease Facts and Figures 2007 from the 

Alzheimer’s Association website (http://www.alz.org) 5.1 million Americans suffer 

from Alzheimer’s disease; 4.9 million people are age 65 or older. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Proteins associated with neurodegenerative diseases 

 
The nerve cells have many long branching extensions which are connected to points 

called synapses; the information flows with in chemical pulses from one neuron to the 

receiving cell through these synapses. In Alzheimer’s disease the amyloid plaques formed 

cause degeneration of those synapses, eventually leading to cell death and dementia5

 

 (Figure 

6).  All disease-associated insoluble fibrils and plaques have the same overall morphological 

characteristics and vary with the type of the building block that is responsible for the amyloid 

structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6: Pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. After the oligomerization of the A peptides, 

amyloid plaques form and diffuse into the synapses of the nerve cells, blocking the transfer of 

the signal between them. 
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3.1.3.1 Characteristics of Amyloid Assemblies 

 
Amyloid assemblies can also be formed by proteins and peptides that are not 

associated with disease as a result of misfolding and/or misassembly events6 (Figure 7). The 

type of aggregation or transition between each state shown in Figure 7 is controlled in several 

steps by enzymes, chaperones, the environment and many other factors. The amyloid fibril is 

one form of aggregate which is organized in a specific way and shows unique morphological 

and structural characteristics. 

 
FIGURE 7: Generalized protein folding pathway. Amyloid fibrils can be formed at 

various stages before the unfolded protein reaches its native structure 
 
 

Morphologically, amyloid fibrils have a width of about ~10nm and length ranging 

from 1 to 10 μm (Figure 8)7. They are visible with Transmission Electron Microscopy and 

Scanning Electron Microscopy. The internal structure of the fibril is composed of several β-

strands perpendicular to the axis of the fibril12 (Figure 9). This is the cross β-sheet backbone 

of the fibril and has a unique X-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 10). Amyloid fibrils bind the 

dye Congo red and show gold-green birefringence when viewed under crossed polars8,9 

(Figure 11). In order to study amyloid fibril formation we must be able to synthesize those 

proteins or peptides in vitro and study the early stages of their assembly as well as their 

behavior after the formation of the fibrils. 
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Figure 8: Morphology of amyloid fibrils       Figure 9: Cross β-sheet structure 

                       
Figure 10: X-ray Diffraction pattern of amyloid fibrils       Figure 11: Birefringence 
                                                                                           effect on  amyloid deposits 
 
 

In order to achieve these goals scientists have used a large number of tools from 

different fields. Scientists use solid state NMR, Transmission & Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (TEM, SEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Light Scattering, Molecular 

Dynamics simulations, X-Ray Fiber Diffraction, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FTIR) or Raman Spectroscopy and staining with dyes such as Congo-red or Thioflavin T 8-11

 

. 

It requires a lot of effort to interpret the information given by each technique and is very 

difficult to do it individually. As a result many groups around the globe gather together to 

investigate various types of amyloid assemblies for medical and nano-technological 

applications. Combining the understanding of the self-assembly mechanisms with creative 

thinking and novel technologies opens a new era for the use of these self assembled structures 

for applications in the nano-scale, field that is called bionanotechnology. 
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3.1.3.2 Applications of Self-Assembly 

 
Bionanotechnology is an interdisciplinary field that combines many scientific areas. 

Scientists try to synthesize or modify structures and molecules up to several nanometers; this 

can be achieved by the bottom up approach that we described above. By combining 

chemistry, biology and physics and studying the way that proteins or peptides self-assemble, 

scientists draw inspiration for new applications. The selfassembly process and the specific 

design of the building block play a key role to the formation of the supramolecular structures. 

DNA Nanotechnology has opened the way for the design of new self-assembling materials. 

Nadrian Seeman’s group at NYU did pioneering work in the field of DNA self-assembly. 

DNA is known as the unique carrier of biological information in each living species.  

However DNA with the correct alterations in the sequence of the nucleic acids can be 

used as a self assembly building block in order to create branches11, two dimensional DNA 

arrays12 and nanowires.13

In order to understand the self-assembly mechanisms of the amyloid-β peptide Aβ (1-

42) involved in Alzheimer’s disease, Ehud Gazit’s group from the University of Tel-Aviv 

started working with peptides derived from its amino acid sequence (Figure 12). 

 The specific recognition information embedded in the fibrous DNA 

molecule was exploited for nanowire fabrication. As starting building blocks 12-base 

oligonucleotides which are modified with thiol chemistry for specific attachment to gold 

electrodes were used. These anchoring points were subsequently connected with a 16μm 

single stranded-DNA molecule which had complementary ends to the 12-base 

oligonucleotides in each side.  

 
FIGURE 12: Amyloid-βpeptide Aβ (1-42) amino acid sequence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 13: Self-assembly from proteins to peptides 
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The discovery that a building block composed only from 2 identical amino acids (di-

phenylalanine) can form hollow nanotubes prompted them to use these nanotubes as 

templates for nanowire fabrication. They incorporated ionic silver into the nanotubes, they 

subsequently reduced to metallic silver and by ‘removing’ the biological part with proteinase 

K they ended up with a silver nanowire14

 

(Figure 14). 

 
FIGURE 14: Peptide nanotubes as templates for metallic nanowire fabrication 

 

Derek Woolfson’s group has synthesized peptides that form amyloid fibrils, straight or 

branched, with β-helical infrastructure15,16

 

 (Figure 15). 

 

 
FIGURE 15: Branches on amyloid fibrils 

Shuguang Zhang’s group at MIT has designed many types of peptides that self-

assemble into various morphologies. One type of peptides consists of alternating hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic residues that can form amyloid fibrous structures and macroscopic gels 

(Figure 16a). Another type of peptides can self-assemble more preferably on surfaces, feature 

useful for cell culture and tissue engineering (Figure 16c). Finally peptides composed of 

hydrophobic residues segregated on one end of the sequence and hydrophilic on the other self 

assemble into nanotubes and nanovesicles17,18

 

 (Figure 16b). 
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FIGURE 16: Different peptide assemblies from amphiphilic molecules 

 
Another pioneering work of using amyloid fibrils as templates was done by Thomas 

Scheibel and Susan Lindquist; they studied a fragment from the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae Sup35 protein. This protein forms amyloid fibrils which have very high chemical 

stability and were suggested as a good candidate for applications. Engineering a cysteine 

residue not present in the original protein enabled them to use the fibrils for controlled 

deposition of gold and silver. The thiol group of the cysteine is accessible after fibril 

formation and served as a nucleation site for the deposition of the metal on the fibrils. They 

successfully fabricated conducting wires at the scale of 100 nm and proposed this system for 

nano-circuit construction19

 

 (Figure 17). 

 
 

FIGURE 17: Gold/silver nanowires using amyloid fibrils as a template. Orange ‘spikes’ on 

the surface of the fibrils symbolize accessible cysteine residues 
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3.2 ALGINATE 

 
3.2.1 Introduction 

 
Most of the large brown seaweeds are potential sources of alginate. The properties of 

the alginate varies from one species to another, so the choice of which seaweeds to harvest is 

based on both the availability of particular species and the properties of the alginate that they 

contain. The main commercial sources are species of Ascophyllum, Durvillaea, Ecklonia, 

Laminaria, Lessonia, Macrocystis, Sargassum and Turbinaria. Of these the most important are 

Laminaria, Macrocystis and Ascophyllum. Alginic acid is a linear polymer based on two 

monomeric units, b -D-mannuronic acid and a -L-guluronic acid. The classical Haworth 

formulas for these monomers are shown in Figure 18. 

 

FIGURE 18: Classical formulas of the two monomeric units of alginic acid 

The basic structure of each monomer is the tetrahydropyran ring and this has two 

possible chair forms, C1 and 1C, b -D-mannuronic acid assumes the C1 form; in the other 

form, 1C, there would be steric interaction between the axial -COOH on C-5 and the axial -

OH on C-3; the C1 form has these groups in the equatorial positions and so is more stable. 

For similar reasons, a -L-guluronic acid assumes the 1C form rather than the C1 form20,21. The 

alginate polymer is formed by joining these monomers at the C-1 and C-4 positions. An ether-

oxygen bridge joins the carbon at the 1-position in one molecule to the 4-position of another 

molecule. It has been shown that the polymer chain is made up of three kinds of regions or 

blocks. The G blocks contain only units derived from L-guluronic acid (Figure 19), the M 

blocks are based entirely on D-mannuronic acid (Figure 20) and the MG blocks consist of 

alternating units from D-mannuronic acid and L-guluronic acid22-24. Note the differing shapes 

of the M blocks and G blocks. Because an M block is formed from equatorial groups at C-1 

and C-4, it is a relatively straight polymer, like a flat ribbon. However the G block is formed 

from axial groups at both C-1 and C-4 so the resulting chain is buckled; the importance of this 

buckled shape will be apparent later when the formation of gels from alginate solutions is 
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discussed. So an alginate molecule can be regarded as a block copolymer containing M, G, 

and MG blocks, the proportion of these blocks varying with the seaweed source. However 

Larsen (1981) warns that this is an idealized structure which is at best an approximation of the 

actual situation. It has been shown that the physical properties of alginates depend on the 

relative proportion of the three types of blocks24-27. For example formation of gels, by addition 

of calcium ions, involves the G blocks so the higher the proportion of these, the greater the 

gel strength; solubility of alginate in acid depends on the proportion of MG blocks present. 

The industrial utilization of any particular alginate will depend on its properties and therefore 

on its uronic acid composition so it has become important to have some measure of the 

relative proportions of the uronic acids. Various methods have been developed to measure the 

ratio of mannuronic acid to guluronic acid (the M/G ratio) in a sample of alginic acid41. Even 

more useful, but more difficult to obtain, is a measure of the M, G and MG blocks in a sample 

and methods have been developed to achieve this25-28. 

 

FIGURE 19: G-Block 

 
FIGURE 20: M-Block 

The alginate of greatest industrial importance is the sodium salt. Uses are also found 

for the potassium, ammonium and calcium salts, as well as alginic acid itself. The only 

synthetic derivative of alginic acid to find wide use, and acceptance as a food additive, is 

propylene glycol alginate. This is formed by reacting propylene oxide with moist alginic 

acid29-33. Esterification occurs at the carboxylic acid groups on the alginate chain, mainly with 

the primary hydroxyl group of propylene glycol. Depending on reaction conditions, such as 

reaction temperature and ratios of propylene oxide to alginic acid, varying degrees of 

esterification can be achieved. A product with about 60-70% esterification is satisfactory for 

most purposes but up to about 90% esterification can be achieved and this type of product 

(80-90%) is useful in very acidic, short term applications.  
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3.2.2 Extraction Processes 

3.2.2.1 Introduction 

Alginic acid was first discovered by Stanford (1881). An excellent history of the 

evolution of the alginate industry has been written by Booth (1975). He traces a path from 

Stanford's successful exploitation of crude extracts to the failure by F.C. Thornley, in Orkney 

about 1923, to establish a briquette business based on using alginate as a binder for anthracite 

dust. Thornley moved to San Diego and by 1927 his company was producing alginate for use 

in sealing cans. After some difficulties the company changed its name to Kelp Products Corp. 

and in 1929 it was reorganized as Kelco Company. Production in the United Kingdom was 

established in the period 1934-1939 and in Norway after World War II. It is estimated that 

there are 17 factories in 9 different countries (ITC, 1981), excluding the People's Republic of 

China. The two largest producers, Kelco Company in USA and Alginate Industries Ltd in 

UK, have been acquired by Merck and Co. Inc., USA; these combined companies produce 

about 70% of the world's alginate. The next largest producer is Protan A/S of Norway, 

followed by companies in Japan and France (ITC, 1981). Production in China is increasing 

and is now 7 000-8 000 tonnes per annum.  

Some of the early patents still provide useful basic information about alginate 

extraction34 as does work published by the former Institutes of Seaweed Research in Scotland 

and Norway34,35 and more recently by Braud et al.38. Processes used in Japan have been 

described by Okazaki et al.39. The minimal requirements for the profitable operation of an 

alginate extraction plant have been estimated by Moss and Doty40

 

. They discuss the minimal 

seaweed input, colloid output and capital investment needed; they also list estimates of 

production costs. This analysis is made for agar and carrageenan as well as alginate.  

3.2.2.2 Processes  

The chemistry of the processes used to make sodium alginate from brown seaweeds is 

relatively simple. The difficulties of the processes arise from the physical separations which 

are required, such as the need to filter slimy residues from viscous solutions or to separate 

gelatinous precipitates which hold large amounts of liquid within their structure and which 

resist both filtration and centrifugation. Processes for the manufacture of sodium alginate 

from brown seaweeds fall into two categories. Picture 34 is a diagram of the processes, 

simplified to show their essential difference. In one, the principal intermediates are calcium 

alginate and alginic acid. In the other, no calcium alginate is formed, only alginic acid.  
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The advantage of the first process is that calcium alginate can be precipitated in a 

fibrous form which can be readily separated; it can then be converted into alginic acid which 

is still fibrous and can also be readily separated. A further advantage of this process is that 

some calcium alginate can be allowed to remain in the final sodium alginate produced. This 

gives the manufacturer another method of controlling the viscosity of the final product, as 

discussed later in the "Properties" section. The second process does save one step, the 

formation of calcium alginate, but it also has some disadvantages. When alginic acid is 

precipitated in this process, it forms a gelatinous precipitate which is very difficult to separate 

and the overall losses of alginic acid are generally greater than in the former process. The 

removal of liquid ("dewatering") from within the gel structure of the separated alginic acid 

also presents difficulties in this second process. The water content in the dewatered alginic 

acid is often high, so that alcohol must be used as a solvent for the conversion to sodium 

alginate. This usually makes the process more expensive unless the alcohol recovery rate is 

very good, and this is not easy to achieve.  

 

FIGURE 21: Production of sodium alginate 

 

 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/X5822E/x5822e0g.gif�
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On mixing the powder with water a sol is formed, a chemical reaction takes place and a gel is 

formed. The powder contains: 

1. Alginate salt (e.g. sodium alginate) 

2. Calcium salt (e.g. calcium acetate) 

3. Trisodium phosphate 

The setting reaction is as follows: On mixing the powder with the water 

SODIUM ALGINATE 
 

SODIUM SULPHATE 

+ ®  + 

CALCIUM SULPHATE 
 

CALCIUM ALGINATE 

The above reaction occurs too quickly often during mixing or loading of the impression tray. 

It can be slowed down by adding trisodium phosphate to the powder. This reacts with the 

calcium sulphate to produce calcium phosphate, preventing the calcium sulphate reacting with 

the sodium alginate to form a gel. This second reaction occurs in preference to the first 

reaction until the trisodium phosphate is used up, then the alginate will set as a gel. There is a 

well-defined working time during which there is no viscosity change. 

3.2.2.3 Properties 

• Good surface detail  

• Reaction is faster at higher temperatures  

• Elastic enough to be drawn over the undercuts, but tears over the deep undercuts  

• Not dimensionally stable on storing due to evaporation  

• Non toxic and non irritant,  good for bioapplications 

• Setting time can depend on technique  

• Alginate powder is unstable on storage in presence of moisture or in warm 

temperatures 
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3.2.2.4 Advantages  

1. Non toxic and non irritant 

2. Good surface detail 

3. Ease of use and mix 

4. Cheap and good shelf life 

5. Setting time can be controlled with temperature of water used 

3.2.2.5 Disadvantages  

1. Poor dimensional stability 

2. In compatibility with some dental stones 

3. Setting time very dependent on operator handling 

4. Messy to work with 

3.2.3 USES 

Most alginate used in foods is in the form of sodium alginate. In order to form a gel, 

sodium alginate needs to come into contact with divalent ions such as calcium (Ca2+). As 

soon as sodium alginate (Picture 36) is added to a solution of calcium chloride, a gel forms as 

the sodium ions (Na+) are exchanged with calcium ions (Ca2+) and the polymers become 

crosslinked (Picture 37). The calcium ions are able to crosslink the alginate polymers because 

they can form two bonds, as opposed to monovalent ions such as sodium, which can only 

form one bond.  

The longer the alginate is in contact with the calcium chloride solution, the more rigid 

the gel will become, as more crosslinks are formed. Also, depending on the concentration of 

calcium ions, the gels are either thermoreversible (low concentrations) or not (high 

concentrations).Reviews which are more specific to a particular use are listed in the following 

subsections.  

 
FIGURE 22: Alginate polymer in NaCl solution (no crosslinking) 
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3.3 Cells 
 
3.3.1 Fibroblasts cells 

A fibroblast is a type of cell that synthesizes the extracellular matrix and collagen, the 

structural framework (stroma) for animal tissues, and play a critical role in wound healing. 

They are the most common cells of connective tissue in animals. Fibroblasts and fibrocytes 

are two states of the same cells, the former being the activated state, the latter the less active 

state, concerned with maintenance. Currently, there is a tendency to call both forms 

fibroblasts. The suffix "blast" is used in cellular biology to denote a stem cell or a cell in an 

activated state of metabolism. The main function of fibroblasts is to maintain the structural 

integrity of connective tissues by continuously secreting precursors of the extracellular 

matrix. Fibroblasts secrete the precursors of all the components of the extracellular matrix, 

primarily the ground substance and a variety of fibres. The composition of the extracellular 

matrix determines the physical properties of connective tissues. 

 

FIGURE 24: NIH/3T3 Fibroblasts in cell culture 

FIGURE  23: Alginate polymer in CaCl2 solution (crosslinking) 
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Fibroblasts are morphologically heterogeneous with diverse appearances depending 

on their location and activity (Figure 24). Though morphologically inconspicuous, ectopically 

transplanted fibroblasts can often retain positional memory of the location and tissue context 

where they had previously resided, at least over a few generations. Unlike the epithelial cells 

lining the body structures, fibroblasts do not form flat monolayers and are not restricted by a 

polarizing attachment to a basal lamina on one side, although they may contribute to basal 

lamina components in some situations (eg subepithelial myofibroblasts in intestine may 

secrete the α-2 chain carrying component of the laminin which is absent only in regions of 

follicle associated epithelia which lack the myofibroblast lining). Fibroblasts can also migrate 

slowly over substratum as individual cells, again in contrast to epithelial cells. While 

epithelial cells form the lining of body structures, it is fibroblasts and related connective 

tissues which sculpt the "bulk" of an organism. Like other cells of connective tissue, 

fibroblasts are derived from primitive mesenchyme. Thus they express the intermediate 

filament protein vimentin, a feature used as a marker to distinguish their mesodermal origin. 

However, this test is not specific as epithelial cells cultured in vitro on adherent substratum 

may also express vimentin after some time. In certain situations epithelial cells can give rise 

to fibroblasts, a process called epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Conversely, 

fibroblasts in some situations may give rise to epithelia by undergoing a mesenchymal to 

epithelial transition (MET) and organizing into a condensed, polarized, laterally connected 

true epithelial sheet. This process is seen in many developmental situations (eg. nephron and 

notocord development). Fibroblasts have a branched cytoplasm surrounding an elliptical, 

speckled nucleus having one or two nucleoli. Active fibroblasts can be recognized by their 

abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum. Inactive fibroblasts, which are also called fibrocytes, 

are smaller and spindle shaped. They have a reduced rough endoplasmic reticulum. Although 

disjointed and scattered when they have to cover a large space, fibroblasts when crowded 

often locally align in parallel clusters. Also fibroblasts make collagens, glycosaminoglycans, 

reticular and elastic fibers, and glycoproteins found in the extracellular matrix. Growing 

individuals' fibroblasts are dividing and synthesizing ground substance. Tissue damage 

stimulates fibrocytes and induces the mitosis of fibroblasts. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

(MEFs) are often used as "feeder cells" in human embryonic stem cell research. However, 

many researchers are gradually phasing out MEF's in favor of culture media with precisely 

defined ingredients of exclusively human derivation. Further, the difficulty of exclusively 

using human derivation for media supplements is most often solved by the use of "defined 

media" where the supplements are synthetic and achieve the primary goal of eliminating the 

chance of contamination from derivative sources. In this study we used fibroblasts rattail and 

fibroblasts 3T3 NIH. 
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3.3.2 Granulosa cells 

A granulosa cell is a somatic cell found closely associated with the developingfemale 

gamete (called an oocyte or egg) in the ovary of mammals. In the primary ovarian follicle and 

later in follicle development (folliculogenesis) they advance to form a multilayered cumulus 

oophorus surrounding the oocyte in the preovulatory or Graafian follicle. The major functions 

of granulosa cells include the production of steroids, as well as a myriad of growth factors 

thought to interact with the oocyte during its development. Also FSH stimulates granulosa 

cells to convert androgens (coming from the thecal cells) to estradiol by aromatase. However, 

after ovulation the granulosa cells produce progesterone that may maintain a potential 

pregnancy and produce a thick cervical mucus which inhibits sperm entry into the uterus. In 

the development of the urinary and reproductive organs, the oogonia become invaginated in 

the gonadal ridge. In the 1970’s, evidence emerged that the first cells to make contact with the 

oogonia were of mesonephric origin. It was suggested that mesonephric cells already closely 

associated with the oogonia proliferated throughout development to form the granulosa cell 

layer. Recently this hypothesis has been challenged with some thorough histology. Sawyer et 

al. hypothesised that in sheep most of the granulosa cells develop from cells of the 

mesothelium (i.e., epithelial cells from the presumptive surface epithelium of the ovary). The 

embryological origin of granulosa cells remains controversial as it is sawn in the following 

 

FIGURE 25: Oocye granulosa cells 
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3.3.3 Gelatin 

Gelatin (also gelatine, from French gélatine) is a translucent, colourless, brittle, 

nearly tasteless solid substance, extracted from the collagen inside animals' connective tissue. 

It has been commonly used as an emulsifier in food, pharmaceutical, photography, and 

cosmetic manufacturing. Substances containing gelatin or functioning in a similar way are 

called gelatinous. Gelatin is an irreversibly hydrolyzed form of collagen. Gelatin is classified 

as a foodstuff and has E number 441. Gelatin is a protein produced by partial hydrolysis of 

collagen extracted from the bones, connective tissues, organs, and some intestines of animals 

such as the domesticated cattle, and horses. The natural molecular bonds between individual 

collagen strands are broken down into a form that rearranges more easily. Gelatin melts when 

heated and solidifies when cooled again. Together with water, it forms a semi-solid colloid 

gel. Gelatin forms a solution of high viscosity in water, which sets to a gel on cooling, and its 

chemical composition is, in many respects, closely similar to that of its parent collagen40. 

Gelatin solutions show viscoelastic flow and streaming birefringence. If gelatin is put into 

contact with cold water, some of the material dissolves. The solubility of the gelatin is 

determined by the method of manufacture. Typically, gelatin can be dispersed in a relatively 

concentrated acid. Such dispersions are stable for 10-15 days with little or no chemical 

changes and are suitable for coating purposes or for extrusion into a precipitating bath. 

Gelatin is also soluble in most polar solvents. Gelatin gels exist over only a small temperature 

range, the upper limit being the melting point of the gel, which depends on gelatin grade and 

concentration and the lower limit, the ice point at which ice crystallizes. The mechanical 

properties are very sensitive to temperature variations, previous thermal history of the gel, and 

time. The viscosity of the gelatin/water mixture increases with concentration and when kept 

cool (≈40°F). 
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B. Materials that were used for the 3D deposition by Multi-Photon 
Polymerization Method 
 
3.4 Ormocer polymer 
 
3.4.1 Introduction 

 
 ORMOCER stands for ORganically MOdified CERamic and it is a family of organic-

inorganic hybrid polymers created by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (Fraunhofer-Institut fur 

Silicatforschung, Wiirzburg, Germany)41. Because of their physical and chemical properties 

which result from their hybrid nature inorganic–organic polymers have been developed and 

tested for evaluation in optical and electrical interconnection technology over the last 

decade42

 

. The specific ORMOCER used in this work is a hybrid developed for optical 

applications so that shows high transparency in the visible and near infrared ranges. It consist 

s of an inorganic Si-O-Si backbone and the polymerizable functionality is introduced into the 

system by organic side chains R, e.g., (meth-) acryl groups (Fig.25). The optical and 

mechanical properties, that is, absorption and refractive index, are controlled by the other side 

chains such as methoxy (Me) and phenyl (Ph) groups. 

 
FIGURE 25: Chemical structure of ORMOCER polymers. Methoxy (Me) and phenyl (Ph) 

groups are linked to the inorganic Si-O backbone. 

 

 The light sensitivity of the ORMOCER-type hybrid polymers in combination with 

appropriate photoinitiators permits the photolithographic fabrication of optical 

microstructures. In the specific ORMOCER used in this thesis, initiation of the free-radical 

photopolymerization process is due to a photoinitiator Irgacure 369 (fig.26), which absorbs 

strongly in the UV wavelength range around 350 nm (fig.27). 
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FIGURE 26: Chemical structure of Irgacure 369 

 

 

 
FIGURE 27: Absorption spectrum of ORMOCER 

 

3.4.2 Production of ORMOCER 

 

 The ORMOCER used in the worked is obtained prepared from Microresist 

(Germany). The preparation of the material is, however, straightforward and described below. 

 In order to either achieve a suitable inorganic–organic hybrid polymer, an inorganic 

backbone is established via poly condensation (alkoxylation) of diphenylsilanediol (P2) and 

3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MEMO) referred to as ORMOCER I. Fig.4 shows 

the reaction scheme for the resin of ORMOCER_I which is used as the core material for 

optical waveguide applications, where P2 and MEMO react using a suitable catalyst at an 

elevated temperature. 

      ( ) ( ) MeOHnePolysiloxaOHSiROMeRSi 2223 +>−′+  
where R is the methacrylic group and R2’ is the diphenyl. 

O N 

O 

N 
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FIGURE 28: Reaction Scheme of silane precursors of polysiloxane network used as polymer 

core material. ORMOCER I results after UV polymerization of the organic group R. 

 

After this reaction, volatile products such as methanol (MeOH) are evaporated resulting in a 

viscous, storage-stable ORMOCER resins43

 

. 

3.4.3 Polymerization of ORMOCER 

  

The infra-red laser passes through the out of focus photosensitive resin with no 

absorption. Nonlinear absorption of laser pulses breaks chemical bonds on starter 

photoinitiator molecules within a small focal volume. The monomers react with radicalized 

starter molecules to create radicalized polymolecules. Reactions are terminated when 

radicalized polymolecules react with one another. The main reaction series in three photon-

induced polymerization is shown below: 

 

∗∗∗

∗

+→+

→

MAMA
AA hv3

                  Initiation 
∗
+

∗ →+ 1nn MMM                         Propagation 

mnmn MMM +
∗∗ →+                   Termination 

where A is photoinitiator, M is monomer and M*

 

 is growing radical. 

 The self-organizing character of photosensitive polymers like ORMOCER arises 

from the change of the material density during the polymerization process. This density 

change corresponds to a change in the refractive index. This index change is permanent and 

saturable. As long as oxygen is kept away, the nonlinear response is available directly after 

the illumination is started, when the first photons are absorbed by the photoinitiator . If the 

inhibition by oxygen is not avoided, a certain threshold energy Ethres has to be passed to get 

over the inhibition of the polymerization due to the interception of free radicals. Once the 

polymerization reaction is initiated, the refractive index grows fast at first.  
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This is because all radicals find directly suitable reaction partners after short diffusion 

lengths in their closest neighbourhood. The index change passes then over into saturation with 

a slowly rising index, owning to the more and more limited mobility of monomer radicals in 

the partly cross-linked polymer matrix. In addition, the radicals have to diffuse longer to find 

available reaction partners. So the reaction velocity slows down, and the polymerization 

terminates. Besides the basic material properties, the nonlinear response depends strongly on 

a set of process parameters, such as the exposure intensity and the photoinitiator 

concentration and type. 

 
3.4.4 General Properties of ORMOCER (Porosity and density) 

 
 Classic ORMOCER is a dense material and its density lies between 1.1 g/cm3 and 1.6 

g/cm3 which is slightly above the range for organic polymers, but well below the density of 

oxide materials (2.2g/cm3

 

).  

3.4.4.1 Mechanical and Thermal Properties 

 

 The inorganic structures of ORMOCERs are responsible for their high stiffness and 

hardness compared with organic polymers. Due to their transparency and easy of processing 

as lacquers ORMOCERs find widespread applications as coatings which exhibit high 

mechanical strength, hardness and abrasion resistance. ORMOCER materials demonstrate 

mechanical properties that may vary from those of polymers to those of ceramics .For 

example, Young’s modulus values for ORMOCER materials may be adjusted between 1Mpa 

and 4000Mpa and thermal expansion coefficients from 183 to 67x10-6K-1

 

 through the use of 

various precursors. 

3.4.4.2 Optical and Electrical Properties 

 

 The high optical transparency of ORMOCERs is mainly due to their amorphous 

nature and their lack of structures absorbing light in the visible region ORMOCERs in their 

non-modified form are highly electrically insulating materials comparable to inorganic 

glasses and non-polar organic polymers. In addition, ORMOCERs adhere very well on most 

substrates such as (metallized) Si wafers, inorganic glasses and polymers. ORMOCER 

materials demonstrate optical transparency in the 1600nm range, refractive indices in the 

1.47-1.56 range, and low optical losses in the near infrared range. These materials remain 

stable to 350°C in an oxygen atmosphere and exhibit duroplastic behaviour on heating. 

ORMOCERs are highly insulating materials with bulk resistivities in the range of 1013-1016Ω 

cm.Therefore they show good passivation properties for electronic applications, due to their 
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good adhesion to most of the interconnection materials and good barrier properties44

 

. Their 

low dielectric constant makes them good candidates for interlayer dielectrics in electrical 

interconnection technology.  

3.4.5 Applications of ORMOCER 

 
3.4.5.1 Fabrication of 3D microstructures 

 
 Three photon polymerization (3PP) of photosensitive materials allows one to 

fabricate complicated three-dimensional (3D) microstructures. When they are tightly focused 

into the volume of a liquid resin (which is transparent in the infrared), femtosecond laser 

pulses can initiate 3PP and produce structures with submicrometer resolution.  The desired 

microstructures are created by shifting the laser focus along three dimensions using a piezo 

stage .The non irradiated resin is removed using a developer solution after processing. 

 
3.4.5.2 Fabrication of photonic crystals 

 
Liquid resins, like ORMOCER, are used to fabricate photonic crystals because they 

exhibit high transparency in the visible and near infrared ranges by means of 3PP. The rods 

have a thickness of 300nm  and the woodpile structure possesses a photonic band gap in the 

near infrared spectral range. The central frequency of the bandgap can be tuned by varying 

the period of the crystal45,46

 

. 

 
FIGURE 29: SEM images of woodpile structures fabricated by 2PP in ORMOCERs 

 

3.4.5.3 Medical applications 

 
 The precision of 3PP along with the unique properties of Ormocer allow the 

development of microneedle arrays for drug delivery. Micron-scale needles can increase skin 

permeability and improve the transdermal delivery of macromolecules. Arrays of these 

needles could provide painless injections to people suffering from diabetes, blood clotting or 

other disorders57. Finally 3D structures of Ormocer are fabricated by 3PP in order to be used 

as scaffolds for tissue engineering. 
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In this chapter follows in details the description of experimental techniques that were used in 

the frames of experiments.  Concretely in this chapter are been described: 

1. The experimental set-up that was used, during the application of L.I.F.T. method. 

2. The experimental set-up that was used, during the application of the Multi-Photon 

Polymerization method. 

3. The experimental techniques that were used for the characterization of the patterns, 

structures and their morphology. 

 

4.1. Experimental Set-ups 
 
4.1.1. L.I.F.T. Set-up 

 
The experimental set-ups that were used for the 2D deposition of peptides solution, 

alginate gel, and cells, by using the L.I.F.T. method, are being presented in pictures 1, 2 that 

follow.  The laser sources that were used: fs laser that was drawn from a laser organic 

pigment77 (248nm, 13mJ energy of pulse, duration of pulse 500 fs, 1-10 pps repetition rate, 

size of beam 30-10 mm) and a ns laser (KrF 248nm laser, 1Hz, 15ns duration of pulse).  The 

laser beam was focused in the material-objective after the use of mirrors, diffractive and 

reflective lenses. The energy of laser pulse can be regulated with the help of an optical set-up 

of reduction of energy so that are achieved densities of energy bigger than the energy 

threshold of transfer but lower than the energy that we know as energy of destruction or 

evaporation of the materials that we want to transfer. 

 

 
FIGURE 1: fs laser set-up ( KrF 248nm,13mJ, 500f s ) 
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FIGURE 2: ns laser set-up ( KrF 248nm laser, 1Hz, 15ns ).   

 
 
 
4.1.1.1 Chamber of Depositions (while using the fs set-up) 
 

The form and the dimensions of laser beam above in the material-objective can be 

regulated via a variable diaphragm in various forms, as rectangle, triangular or circular etc, so 

each time certain department of material-objective is exposed, for the aim of one determined 

and precise quantity of the material to be transferred above in the substrate. An optical 

system, that has aim the achievement of territorial discreet faculty between 1 and 250 mms, is 

used for the projection of diaphragm with big diminution above in the material-objective. The 

beginning of micromechanics with laser is supported in the faculty of the system to focus the 

laser beam in small regions in the working surface.  The size of the region of focus, the 

smaller possible distance of segregation of two points, the depth of field, and the relative 

intensity of laser beam are the parameters that we should pay attention at in the case of use of 

microscopes for the various treatments with laser. Theoretically the smaller possible distance 

of discrimination of two points is given by the Rayleigh criterion1 0.61d λ
=

ΝΑ
:    (4.1). Where 

d is the distance of distinguished points, λ is the wavelength of radiation, and NA the 

numerical opening of the objective lens.  For Gaussian distribution of laser beam, the minimal 

size of focus that is achieved, as it is also presented in equation 3.2 that follows, it is given by 

the relation: 0w λ
π

=
⋅ΝΑ

   (4.2). According to the equation 4.1, a way to increase the 

discreet faculty of system is or to decrease the wavelength or to increase the numerical 

opening of the objective lens.  
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According to the laws of diffraction the focused beam does not maintain its 

homogeneity at its distribution in the free space, but on the contrary deviates and converges. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3: Distribution of beam 

 

If the beam has beam w, the rate of divergence of beam in the distance between 

sample and point of focus is given by following equation 3.3 and it is characterized as the 

depth of field: 
2
0wDOF π

λ
= ±   (4.3). The objective lens that was used in the experiments of 

deposition had numerical opening NA= 0.4 with the result the discreet faculty of the optical 

system (for l = 248 nm) is d = 378 nm. The substrate should be placed at the same time also in 

small distance from the target. The usual distance between the down surface of target and the 

surface of substrate varies between 1mm and 250 mms with the mathematical precision of 

1mm. The laser beam, the target material and the substrate can be placed the one concerning 

the other and can be checked and be shifted the one as for the other via steps engines and their 

drivers, which are checked by computer. This technology is widely acquaintance in the field 

of micromechanics with laser.  

More specifically, the beam laser is focused at the target and radiates its material with 

energy that can remove and transfer the certain part of its material of the target o the 

substrate’s surface. The repetition of the transfer process in different places of the target and 

the substrate, e.g. step-to-step, repeated under the control of computer and the driver of steps 

engines, it has as a result the creation of forms as the constellation of simple separated 

elements which they shape patterns, and the repetition of neighbouring elements which they 

shape coverings. Moreover, abundance of objectives from different materials they can be used 

for the creation of big number of distinguished depositions.  

At the duration of transfer process the region of radiation can be descript with the 

help of a depiction system that includes a CCD camera and an optical microscope. The 

natural contact of the target with the substrate is achieved by using a special chamber for the 

creation of vacuum of order of 10-1 Torr (picture 4).  
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The distance between the target and the substrate is regulated, can be some μms by 

placing the substrate in the mobile department of the chamber during vacuum conditions or in 

air. Phenomena of contribution of white light are observed in conditions of good contact 

between the two sublayers (target-substrate). 

 
FIGURE 4: Chamber of deposition 

 

4.1.2 Multi-Photon Polymerization set-up 

 
 The set-up for the fabrication of three-dimensional microstructures by three-photon 

micro stereolithography is shown in Fig. 5. The laser sources that were used are: a) an 

Amplitude Systems t-pulse laser femtosecond oscillator operating at 1028 nm. This source is 

a compact diode-pumped femtosecond laser oscillator with an average lazer power of 1W 

delivering a series of high energy, short duration pulses of less than 200fs and a repetition rate 

of 50MHz, b) Depending on whether it is two-or three photon polymerization, the laser can be 

a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillator operating at 800 nm or an Ytterbium femtosecond 

oscillator operating at 1030 nm; there are also examples in literature where an Optical 

Parametric Oscillator (OPO) is used with a Ti:Sapphire laser, to reduce the laser wavelength 

to visible wavelengths [i,ii

 

].  The laser will typically have a pulse length of less than 200 fs 

and a repetition rate of 50-80 MHz. The energy required for the polymerization process will 

depend on the material, the photoinitiator and the focusing, but is usually in the order of a few 

nanojoules per pulse. 
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FIGURE 5: Experimental set-up 

 
 By moving the laser focus in a three-dimensional manner through the liquid, three-

dimensional structures can be fabricated1

Beam control can be achieved by either using a fast mechanical shutter or an acousto-

optic modulator, while beam intensity control can be achieved using neutral density filters, a 

variable attenuator or a combination of a polarizer and a waveplate. For the online monitoring 

of the photopolymerization process, a CCD camera can be mounted behind a dichroic mirror, 

as shown in Fig.5 above. This is possible as the refractive index of most photopolymers 

changes during polymerization, so that the illuminated structures become visible during the 

building process.  

. The photopolymerized structure is usually 

generated in a layer by layer format. Each layer either using an x-y galvanometric mirror 

scanner or x-y piezoelectric stages. The main difference between the two cases is that in the 

former case, the structure remains immobile and the structure is generated by the laser beam 

moving, while in the latter case the x-y stages move the structure and the laser beam remains 

immobile. Movement on the z-axis can be achieved using a piezoelectric or a high resolution 

linear stage. So the photopolymerized structure can be generated using an x–y-z 

galvanometric mirror digital scanner (Scanlabs Hurryscan II), controlled by SAMLight 

(SCAPS) software. SAMlight software allowed the drawing of varius stuctures built layer by 

layer. To achieve the tight focusing conditions required for multi-photon polymerization to 

occur, a microscope objective needs to be used; when the numerical aperture (N.A.) of the 

objective is higher than 1, immersion oil is used for index matching. Galvo scanners have to 

be adapted to accommodate microscope objectives, as usually they are designed to take lenses 

with long focal lengths. The beam waist of the focused laser beam is given by r = 0.61λ/N.A. 
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After the completion of the photopolymerization process and in order to remove the 

unphotopolymerized resin, the samples need to be developed like in any lithographic process. 

The developer used and the time for development will depend on the material.  

 

4.2 Techniques of Characterizations 
 
4.2.1 Electron Microscopy  
 

In order to study the size of single fibrils in detail Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) was used and for the three dimensional morphology the Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) was combined. Transmission Electron Microscopy consists of an electron 

source, an electron beam, the specimen area and the viewing screen. The electromagnetic 

lenses are used to guide the electron beam in order to be coherent and give us the best 

resolution that we can have. Also the electron source plays a very important role for the 

quality of image that we obtain. 

 
FIGURE 6: Typical TEM instrument 

 

The electrons are generated through thermionic emission from a filament, usually 

tungsten; they are subsequently accelerated by using high voltage, usually 80kV. This beam is 

controlled by electromagnetic lenses and focuses on the sample. Our sample is usually on a 

grid which is made from copper or nickel and is covered with a very thin film of a membrane 

which allows the sample not to fall (Figure 8). The grid has 300 areas of observation of 

approximately 60x60 μm area. In order to observe biological samples specific staining 

techniques are required to improve the contrast of the samples, since biological samples are 

transparent. This method is called negative staining; a heavy metal solution such as 

uranylacetate is embedded on the grid with the sample, in order to be deposited around the 

molecule or structure and provide contrast for better visualization (Figure 7). 
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FIGURE 7: Negative staining method in TEM analysis 

 
After the beam passes through the sample is collected again with electromagnetic 

lenses and it is guided to a fluorescent screen. Modern technologies have introduced high 

quality cameras for real time observation on computers and high quality pictures. 
 

 
FIGURE 8: Electron microscopy grid for sample support with membrane 

 
This type of microscopy is used a lot in Materials Science for many diverse groups 

such as polymers, inorganic chemists and biomaterials. The most important part of this 

experimental technique is the sample preparation. The sample should be at most 1μm thick 

and transparent as well. It must be stable on the surface of the grid and relevant to the 

resolving power of the instrument. Nowadays Electron Microscopes can achieve resolution up 

to 0.1 nm at magnifications of 50 million times.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy gives information about the surface and morphology 

of the sample. The instrument has approximately the same concept as TEM; it consists of an 

electron gun, electromagnetic lenses and detectors that collect the information from the 

interaction between the sample and the high energy beam of electrons (Figure 9). The 

difference here is the way that information is analyzed from the detector of the instrument. 

After the electrons are produced in a thermionic way, they are accelerated with various types 
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of energies up to 100kV and focused by electromagnetic lenses and coils in order to have a 

very small focal spot. This primary electron beam interacts with the specimen and the 

scattered electrons, secondary or backscattered, are further detected and analyzed. Same as 

above, the sample preparation is very crucial and requires different approach for various types 

of materials. As a rule the material should be conductive otherwise we have charging effect2

 

. 

 
FIGURE 9: Typical SEM instrument 

 
The metal samples require only trimming or sectioning to the appropriate size. 

Nonconductive samples require coating of a very thin layer of metal using an instrument 

named as sputter coater. This instrument has a target of a metal, which can be gold, 

gold/palladium, platinum, tungsten or graphite, and using plasma sputtering we deposit the 

desired layer of the metal. Apart from the conductivity this process increases the contrast and 

reveals the details of our sample. The resolution of this technique can be around 1 nm 

although each time it depends on the conditions and the interaction between the sample and 

the electron beam. 
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This chapter is separated in two parts. In the first part the results after the 2D deposition by 

using the L.I.F.T. method are been presented. Firstly for the optimization of the process, these 

parameters have been studied: distance between target-substrate, pulse duration, laser energy 

and target’s film thickness. Then the optimized conditions were applied in order to fabricate 

2D patterns of peptides, 2D patterns of cells and 3D deposition of alginate gel in order to built 

3D structures that can be used for tissue engineering. Finally in the second part the 3D 

structures of ormocer that were produced by three photon polymerization are been presented. 

We also present the direct three dimensional patterning of self-assembled peptide fibrils, 

which were deposited on the 3D structures of ormocer by using a combination of biotin-

avidin chemistry. The technique is based on the selective attachment of photo sensitive biotin 

(photobiotin) on these 3D structures of Ormocer and exploits thiol chemistry and self-

assembly of peptide fibrils. 

A. Results after the 2D deposition by using L.I.F.T. method 

5.1 Optimization of the process 

In order to generate and optimize biomolecular microarrays and patterns, microarray quality 

must be examined. Due to this, the following parameters were studied: 

• Distance between target-substrate 

• Laser pulse duration 

• Laser energy 

• Film thickness of the target 

The aqueous glycerol and PBS solution (40/60 in volume) was spread on quartz class coated 

with 10 nm gold thin layer (BALTEC SCD 050 Sputter Coater) film and used as a target. The 

liquid film thickness, estimated through the measurement of the film weight, and found 

approximately 3 mm. Glass slides were used as receiving substrates and a femtosecond (KrF 

248nm, 13mJ, 500fs) and a nanosecond (KrF 248nm laser, 1Hz, 15ns) laser based systems 

were used for the transfer. 
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5.1.1 Distance between target-substrate  

In this part the fs and the ns laser based systems were used, in order to examine the 

dependence of the distance between the target and the substrate surfaces with the receiving 

droplet’s spot size by using these two different laser pulse durations.  By the measurements 

we made the following graph (Fig. 1). The conclusion from the Fig. 1 is that by using 

different distances between target-substrate surfaces, the spot size of the receiving droplet is 

not changing very much. But we must notice that there is a big difference for the droplet’s 

spot size when we are using fs pulses than using ns pulses.   

 

FIGURE 1: Dependence of the spot size of the droplet and the target-substrate distance  

 

5.1.2 Laser pulse duration 

In order to study this dependence between the receiving droplet’s spot size and the 

laser pulse duration that we notice from the above fig.1, we kept constant the distance 

between the target and the substrate at 450mm and the thickness of the glycerol/ PBS target 

was again approximately 3μm.  The results presented in the fig. 2 below, that was taken by 

using an optical microscope. 
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FIGURE 2: (A) Optical microscope image of glycerol and PBS pattern on glass substrate 

obtained by using a fs laser based system, (B) Optical microscope images of glycerol and 

PBS pattern on glass substrate obtained by a ns laser based system 

 

The obvious inference from the two pictures of the above fig. 2 is that the receiving 

droplet’s spot size is bigger when a ns laser based system is used, than when a fs laser based 

system is used. This experimental result is in agreement with the theory about the thermal 

effects which are produced at the target’s surface when the laser pulse radiates it, as it was 

described at chapter 1, at the description of the interaction of the laser radiation with the 

material. 

5.1.3 Distance between target-substrate  

After the previous study about the dependence between the spot size and the target-

substrate distance, in this second part of the optimization of the process, follows the study 

between the receiving droplet’s spot size and the laser energy by using again the ns and the fs 

L.I.F.T systems. The distance between the target and the substrate was kept constant at 

450mm and the thickness of the glycerol/ PBS target was approximately 3μm. 
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FIGURE 3: Spot size dependence on the laser energy for femtosecond and nanosecond lasers 

 

 As it is presented above in Fig.3, by using both laser systems, the dependence 

between the receiving droplet’s spot size and the laser energy is that by using higher energies 

the droplet’s spot size is getting bigger, that conclusion is again in agreement with the theory 

about the thermal effects, cause by using higher energies, more material will be radiated, so 

more material will be transferred at the substrate, so as a result the receiving droplet’s spot 

size will get bigger. 

 

5.1.4 Film Thickness 

The last parameter that was studied is the film thickness of the target. Both laser 

based systems were used as in the previous studies, and in this part we examine the energy 

threshold dependence on the thickness of the target’s film. Finally it was studied the receiving 

droplet’s spot size dependence on the thickness of the film too. The results are presented at 

the figure 4 that follows. 
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FIGURE 4: (A) Threshold energy dependence on the thickness of the film; (B) Droplet size 
dependence on the thickness of the film  

 

 The dependence between the laser energy and the film thickness (Fig. 4.a) is that by 

using thicker target’s films we need to use higher energies in to transfer the material and the 

droplet’s spot size is getting bigger since the target’s film is getting thicker (Fig 4.b), that is a 

logical result, since we will have more material to transfer when we will use thicker target’s 

film, so bigger droplet’s spot size.  

 

5.2 Apply the optimized conditions to transfer peptides, alginate gel, cells  

 

5.2.1 Two dimensional (2D) Deposition of self-assembled peptides fibrils 

 

In this part, is presented a nanosecond Laser-Induced Forward Transfer, for the 

generation of high density peptide arrays and patterns on modified glass surfaces. It is shown 

that peptide-based microarrays can be fabricated on solid surfaces and specifically recognized 

by appropriate fluorescent tags, with the transfer not affecting the ability of the peptides to 

form fibrils. These results are poised to the construction of larger peptide patterns as scaffolds 

for the incorporation and display of ligands critical for cell attachment and growth, or for the 

templating of inorganic materials. The peptides used in this study were self-assembled 

octapeptides derived from sequences of a natural fibrous protein, the adenovirus fiber, as 

described previously in chapter 31.  
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The aqueous peptide solution (1 mg/ml) was spread on quartz coated with 10 nm gold 

thin layer (BALTEC SCD 050 Sputter Coater) film and used as a target. The liquid film 

thickness, estimated through the measurement of the film weight, was approximately ~10mm. 

Gold-coated glass slides prepared as above mentioned were used as receiving substrates.  

The gold-coated quartz targets and the receiving surfaces were sterilized with UV 

lamp irradiation before use. The peptide concentration was kept constant for all experiments 

(1 mg/ml). The fibrils that the peptides are forming are shown at the Figures 5, 6 below, that 

were taken by using SEM and TEM microscopes that were described in appendix. 

 

FIGURE 5: SEM image of self-assembled octapeptides fibrils  

 

FIGURE 6: TEM image of self-assembled octapeptides fibrils  

 

The laser source was a KrF excimer Lambda EMG150 ET Laser System with 15 ns 

pulse and a repetition rate of 1 Hz. The experimental set-up employed has been described 

previously in chapter 42; in short, the pulsed UV KrF laser beam was focused through the 

quartz glass and onto the gold-coated quartz surface, and used to transfer microdroplets from 

the liquid target to the gold receiving surface. The process was performed in air and at room 

temperature.  
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The laser energy was varied from 10 to 40 mJ per pulse. The distance between the 

receiving surface and the target was kept constant at 500 mm. A xyz translation stage was 

used to allow the precise translation of the donor–receptor system in respect to the laser beam. 

A single laser pulse was used to transfer one droplet of solution from the target to the 

substrate, and the transferred arrays were visualized using optical and scanning electron 

microscopy. 
 
5.2.1.1 T-Thioflavin and Congo Red staining 
 

Two well-established diagnostic tests that use Thioflavin T and Congo Red solutions 

were used for the visualization of the amyloid fibrils transferred in the microarrays Congo 

Red binds to fibrils and gives gold/green birefringence under crossed polarization, while 

Thoflavin T, when bound to fibrils, gives blue colour in fluorescence microscopy (emission 

wavelength at 485 nm after excitation at 440 nm) 3

 

. To avoid the formation of Congo Red 

crystallites, a mixture of water and ethanol (9:1) was used as solvent. The peptides were 

obtained from Eurogentec; all the other reagents were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. The 

transferred patterns were analyzed using a Leica optical microscope (5* to 100*). After 

incubation with the fluorescence labeling solution, the samples were rinsed with distilled 

water and their fluorescence was detected using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope equipped 

with a Laser Scanning System Radiance 2100 (400–700 nm) and a Carl Zeiss Axio Camera 

HR. 

5.2.1.2 Peptide patterns 
 

During LIFT, a single laser pulse is used to transfer a small quantity of the liquid film 

target to the receiving substrate. The transferred material has the form of a droplet and its size 

is related to the focused laser beam diameter and the film thickness, as it was shown before at 

the parameter study. The mechanism of the peptide transfer with respect to the laser–target 

interaction can be described as following: Firstly, the incident laser energy interacts with the 

absorption gold layer on the target. At low intensities, the process relates to a simple 

excitation of the metal layer, with low thermal effects and only minor perturbation of the 

target4,5

Small quantities related to the laser beam dimension from the viscous solution are 

transferred to the receiving glass substrate as droplets. The transfer is possible for distances 

longer than 1 mm

. For sufficient laser energies, the absorption layer acts as an energy conversion 

material; the energy absorbed is transformed into heat and the liquid that is in contact with the 

metallic layer is ‘‘forwarded’’ towards the substrate.  

2. The size and the shape of the transferred patterns depend on the laser 

pulse energy; for low, close to the threshold energy, the transfer is uniform with no splashes.  
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This can be explained by the transferred material travelling velocity; as the speed of 

expelled material is low, the impact with the substrate is not strong and the transfer is 

uniform6. The threshold energy for the 10 mm thick films used in this work was found to be 

2.5 mJ. The droplet size was varied between 20 and 150 mm. The larger spots were obtained 

in order to allow a better observation of the peptide fibril formation during drying. As shown 

in Fig. 7, well-defined patterns of peptides on gold-coated glass were obtained. Figs. 8 and 9 

compare ordinary spotting with laser transfer and show that peptide functionality was not 

affected by the laser transfer process. The control experiments were done by ordinary spotting 

of the peptide solution on the gold surface and dried (Fig. 5A for Congo Red and Fig. 6A for 

Thioflavin staining).  

 
FIGURE 7: Scanning electron microscopy image of printed peptide micro-array using LIFT.  

 
    

 

FIGURE 8: Inverted microscope image of the control 

(A), where large fibrils can be seen by staining with 

Congo Red; inverted microscope image of the LIFT 

fabricated array of peptides (B), the peptides are 

absorbed nonspecifically on the surface and form fibrils 

not only in the spot area; this can be explained by the 

effect of not blocking the array with Bovine Serum 

Albumin after transfer. The presence of birefringence is 

a proof of the presence of the self-assembled peptides. 
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FIGURE 9: Fluorescence microscopy image of the control (A) and of six Thioflavin stained 

peptides droplets on gold surface (B). The presence of fibrils inside the spot can be seen 

through the blue colour given by Thioflavin. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.) 

 
As shown by the fluorescence Thioflavin (Fig. 9B) and Congo Red (Fig. 11B) 

staining assay, the formation of the peptide fibrils occurs for both kinds of spots, which 

proves that the transfer by laser did not affect the fibril integrity and/or formation process. A 

generally accepted model for amyloid fibril formation in vitro7

 

 is the following: First, 

monomers self-associate into protofibrils via a nucleation and/or seeding process depending 

on the solution concentration. For the range of concentrations that we have used (1 mg/ml) 

the peptide self-assembles to form nuclei, which initiate further the aggregation of the 

protofibrils. The second step involves the interaction of the protofibrils with each other to 

form fibrils. The fibril elongation occurs by irreversible binding of the monomers to the fibril 

ends. pH, temperature and humidity are also important conditions for the process of fibril 

rearranging. These structures are composed of beta-sheets, which are held together mainly by 

hydrogen bonding.  
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In this study, when the samples were prepared in a pH 6 aqueous solution and let to 

dry in air, the adsorbed peptides took the form of flat and elongated aggregates up to 10 mm 

long and 2 mm thick. When the samples were kept in humidity chamber and the drying 

process was slower, the formed tapes were smaller (Fig. 10A and B). 

 

 
FIGURE 10: Fluorescence microscopy image of Thioflavin-stained peptide droplets on gold 

surface (A) when the samples is left to be dried in air at room temperature after deposition. 

The presence of flat and elongated aggregates as 10–20 mm long and 2 mm thick tapes can 

be noticed through the blue colour given by Thioflavin. Fluorescence Microscopy image of 

the adsorbed peptides for a slow drying process (B). The presence of flat and elongated 

aggregates (5–10 mm long, 0.7–1 mm thick) can been observed inside the spot. 

 

5.2.1.3 Conclusions 

 

In this work we have demonstrated that LIFT can be used for the fabrication of 

peptide microarrays, and the transfer process does not influence the peptide fibril self 

assembly process and/ or fibril stability at the solid/solution interface. Peptides as self-

assembling materials have enormous potential in a variety of applications, from tissue 

engineering to molecular electronics8-12. By combining the directional deposition of the 

peptides on specific positions and different surfaces by LIFT, and by their sequence 

manipulation, it is possible to enable the specific fabrication of a huge number of different 

structures that can be developed for many important applications, including tissue repair, 

patterning, miniaturized solar cells, and optical and electronic devices13.   
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We also study the influence of different ph concentration of the solution that was 

used for the film at target surface (figure 11). 

 

 

 

FIGURE 11: Congo Red staining image of self-assembled octapeptides fibrils (a) in water 

and (b) in solution pH4  

 

5.2.2 Fabrication of amyloid peptide micro-arrays using laser-induced forward transfer 

and avidin-biotin mediated assembly 

 

The methodology presented in this part of this thesis, is based on the direct printing of 

photosensitive biotin (photobiotin) on ormocer substrate using L.I.F.T. technique, and 

exploits thiol chemistry of cysteine-containing, self-assembled peptide fibrils. Ormocer, as it 

has been explained in chapter 3, is an organically modified ceramic, on which photobiotin can 

be irreversibly attached when exposed to UV light from a laser or a lamp. However the 

technique is not limited to ormocer; photobiotin can be photolytically attached on a variety of 

organic and inorganic materials such as silicon, glass and PDMS; this gives this methodology 

a) 

b) 
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a large flexibility and applicability. Once biotin has been immobilized on ormocer, then it is 

first incubated with avidin and subsequently with an iodoacetamide-functionalized biotin, N- 

(biotinoyl)-N'-(iodoacetyl) ethylenediamine. Finally the samples are immersed in an aqueous 

solution of peptides that have been functionalized with a cysteine aminoacid. The assembly of 

the peptide fibrils on the photobiotin spots is initiated through the controlled evaporation of 

the water. However, in order for this to occur there is a seed, or “anchoring point”, required. 

This is provided by the bonding between the iodoacetamide group in the biotin derivative and 

the thiol group in the cysteine. By combining peptide self-assembling characteristics and 

chemistry with LIFT, new designs in the assembly of more complex topologies using fibers as 

building blocks, and the decoration of the assembled materials with functional moieties can 

be produced.  

The material used as a substrate is plain glass coated with the organic-inorganic 

hybrid ormocer (Micro Resist Technology). Ormocer contains a highly crosslinkable organic 

network as well as inorganic components leading to high optical quality and mechanical as 

well as thermal stability. The substrates used for experiments were sterilized before use for at 

least 1h in UV. Photobiotin (100 μg/ml, Sigma Aldrich) solution, Avidin (100 μg/ml, Sigma 

Aldrich) solution and N- (biotinoyl)-N'-(iodoacetyl) ethylenediamine (100 μg/ml, Molecular 

Probes) solution were used for the functionalization of Ormocer. In this work we used an 

octapeptide with the following sequence: NCGAITIG (Arginine-Cysteine-Glycine- Alanine 

Isoleucine-Threonine-Isoleucine-Glycine). This peptide is a cysteine variant of the peptide 

NSGAITIG that self-assembles into amyloid-type fibrils in solution. The peptide was 

purchased from Eurogentec (Belgium) and had a degree of purity higher than 95%. Peptide 

solutions in double distilled (dd) water at a concentration of 2 mg/ml and aged for 12 days 

were used for the experiments. 

The L.I.F.T. experimental set-up has been described before in chapter 4. Single pulses 

from KrF laser (248 nm, excimer Lambda EMG150 ET Laser System 15 ns, 1 Hz repetition 

rate) were used to carry out the LIFT experiments. The centre of the beam size laser output 

illuminated a slit mask in order to obtain an approximately uniform profile and the aperture 

was imaged onto the underside of the target interface using a 25x microscope objective (N.A 

= 0.4). The average incident fluence was 10 J*cm–2. During the deposition process the target 

area was viewed through a CCD camera. The photobiotin was dissolved in de-ionized water 

and the solutions were spread on a 10 nm thick gold film covered quartz plates previously 

sterilized for 1h in UV. For the preparation of films with 3 μm thickness, 10 μl solutions were 

used. The transferred material was collected on a substrate placed at 100 μm to and parallel to 

the donor target surface, xyz translation stages allowed precise control of the translation of the 

donor-receptor system in respect to the laser beam. All L .I.F.T. experiments were performed 

in air and at room temperature. 
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5.2.2.1 Characterization of the patterns by using transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) 
 

The peptide solutions were diluted to a final concentration of 0.6 mg/ml in dd water 

and 8 μl were placed on a 300 mesh formvar-coated copper grid. After 2 minutes excess fluid 

was removed with a filter paper and the samples were negatively stained with 8 μl of 1% 

uranyl acetate for 2 minutes. They were subsequently observed with a JEOL JEM-100C 

microscope operating at 80kV. 
 

5.2.2.2 Characterization of the pattern by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  
 

Samples were covered with 10 nm gold using the sputtering technique and were 

observed with a JSM-840 SEM microscope operating at 5 kV. 
 

5.2.2.3 Characterization of the pattern by using thioflavin T solution and  fluorescent 

microscope 
 

Thioflavin T (5 μM dye solution, Sigma) freshly prepared solutions were used for 

visualization of the amyloid fibrils with fluorescence. After incubation with Thioflavin T the 

samples were rinsed with double-distilled water. Fluorescence was detected using a Zeiss 

fluorescence microscope equipped with a Laser Scanning System Radiance 2100 (400-700 

nm) and with a Carl Zeiss Axio Camera HR. 
 

5.2.2.4 Peptide assembly 
 
The process of functionalization of ormocer for peptide fibril growth is illustrated in 

Fig. 1. Firstly an array of photobiotin spots was deposited on the ormocer surface using LIFT. 

When this array was exposed to UV light (Fig. 12a), it was immobilized irreversibly on the 

ormocer surface. Photobiotin has a wide area of applications in patterning proteins, ligands, 

and other species onto solid substrates or for nonspecific labeling of proteins, DNA and RNA 

probes or other molecules due to its composition: biotinyl group, a linker group and the 

photoactivatable part: the nitrophenyl azide group. When the epoxy rings on Ormocer are 

opened, photobiotin can bind to the ionized oxygen and carbon atoms when exposed to UV 

light and also the aryl azide groups of biotin are converted to an aryl nitrene, which is 

extremely reactive. The samples were washed thoroughly and they are subsequently 

functionalized further with avidin (Fig. 12b). Biotin has an extremely high affinity for avidin; 

their interaction occurs rapidly and is the strongest non-covalent interaction known in nature. 

These characteristics are the main factors for the functionalization of the Ormocer structures 

and further binding of N-(biotinoyl)-N'-(iodoacetyl) ethylenediamine (Fig. 12c).  
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The photobiotin - avidin functionalized Ormocer substrates were subsequently 

incubated with N-(biotinoyl)-N'-(iodoacetyl) ethylenediamine for 40 minutes in the dark at 

room temperature and were washed three times with dd water. The final step was the 

attachment of the peptide fibrils on the functionalized surfaces (Fig. 12d); this was achieved 

through the thiol group of the peptide, which reacted with the biotin-conjugated 

iodoacetamide group. The peptide solutions were incubated on the Ormocer substrates for 40 

minutes at room temperature. A thin layer of peptides formed on the structures; this layer 

acted as an “anchroring point”, which triggered the further assembly of the peptide 

nanostructured fibrils. The samples were subsequently washed a first time by leaving dd 

water on the sample for 3-5 minutes, and then followed by two more washes. 

 
FIGURE 12: Functionalization of Ormocer for peptide fibril deposition. A thin layer of 

photobiotin is deposited on the Ormocer surface and exposed to UV light (a) before being 

further functionalized, further with avidin (b) and iodoacetamidefunctionalized biotin (c). The 

final step is the attachment of the cysteine-containing peptide through the SH iodoacetamide 

reaction (d). 

 

The ability of the cysteine containing peptide to form amyloid-type fibrils in solution 

was confirmed using all the structural criteria that apply to amyloid fibril structural 

characterization. A TEM image of the solution used for attachment to the functionalized 

structures is shown in Fig. 13. 

Figure 14 shows the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of some of the 

spots obtained using LIFT. As mentioned earlier, arrays of photobiotin were first printed on 

Oormocer and they were subsequently functionalized with the appropriate biomolecules. 

Then they were immersed in a peptide solution; as the solution dried, the arrays of fibrils 

formed. These arrays form everywhere but when the sample was washed, they only remained 

immobilized on the functionalized locations. In Fig. 14a, an array of peptide fibril spots is 

shown. The fibrils have assembled only on the locations where photobiotin was immobilized 

with LIFT. In Fig. 14b, the magnified detail of one of the spots is shown. The first layer of 

immobilized peptides is clearly visible; then the fibrils further grow on it. 
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FIGURE 13: TEM image of amyloid-type fibrils formed by the cysteine containing peptide in 

solution (CNGAITIG, bar 190 nm). 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 14:  SEM images of a peptide micro-array (a) and detail of a spot (b). 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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FIGURE 15: Fluorescence images of (a) peptide micro-array and (b) peptide pattern written 

I.E.S.L.  
 

To conclude, we have demonstrated a new method for the controlled self-assembly of 

peptide micro-arrays. The method is based on biotin-avidin and thiol chemistry and ormocer 

is used as a substrate. However, as photobiotin can be easily attached to a variety of materials, 

this technique is suitable for a variety of applications, from molecular electronics to 

biosensors and tissue engineering. 
 
5.2.3 Three dimensional (3D) Deposition of Alginate gel 

5.2.3.1 Materials  

Solutions of sodium alginate’s different concentrations were dissolved in water and 

glycerol was added to the solution in order an alginate gel to be formed (figure 16).  This gel 

like solution (1 mg/ml) was spread on quartz coated with 20 nm gold thin layer (BALTEC 

SCD 050 Sputter Coater) film and used as a target.  

The liquid film thickness, estimated through the measurement of the film weight, was 

approximately ~10mm. Glass slides were used as receiving substrates.  

a) 

b) 
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FIGURE 16: Preparation of Sodium Alginate gel 

 

As it was described at the previous chapter 3, when the sodium alginate solution 

reacts with a calcium chloride or calcium acetate solution, the calcium alginate gel produced 

which during the drying process it becomes solid, due the chemical formula which is shown 

at the figure 17 below: 

 

FIGURE 17: Chemical reaction of sodium alginate gel like solution and aqueous 

calcium chloride solution  

For the purpose of making calcium alginate gel structures, we prepared solutions of 

calcium chloride or calcium acetate (figure 18) in order to transfer them on the substrate’s 

surface where it has already been transferred the sodium alginate gel.  

  

FIGURE 18: Calcium chloride or calcium acetate solutions 

As it is shown at the fig. 18 above, Xanthan is added at the solutions. Xanthan is a 

polysaccharide which has the capability of producing a large increase in the viscosity of a 

liquid, for this reason is used in this study in order to make our solutions more gel like.  
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5.2.3.2 Construction of 3D structures of calcium alginate gel 

  The mechanism of the alginate transfer with respect to the laser–target interaction 

can be described as following: Firstly, the laser energy interacts with the absorption gold layer 

on the target. Small quantities related to the laser beam dimension from the viscous solution 

are transferred to the receiving glass substrate as droplets. The transfer is possible for 

distances longer than 1 mm, the same distances that were used as before at the peptides 

transfer. The size and the shape of the transferred patterns depend on the laser pulse energy; 

for low, close to the threshold energy, the transfer is uniform with no splashes. This can be 

explained by the transferred material travelling velocity; as the speed of expelled material is 

low, the impact with the substrate is not strong and the transfer is uniform. The threshold 

energy for the 10 mm thick films used in this work was found to be approximately 3mJ. The 

droplet size was varied between 200μm and 270μm. As it has been described before, after the 

first transfer of sodium alginate, a layer of calcium chloride or calcium acetate was transferred 

on it, then again a layer of sodium alginate gel was transferred on the receiving two layers, 

and a layer of calcium chloride or calcium acetate was transferred on it, etc. The time that 

needs the solution of calcium chloride or calcium acetate to dry out on the sodium alginate 

layer is measured, and it was found around ~7 minutes. The process was performed in air and 

at room temperature. The laser energy was varied from 100 to 180 mJ per pulse. The distance 

between the receiving surface and the target was kept constant at 500 mm. A xyz translation 

stage was used to allow the precise translation of the target–substrate system in respect to the 

laser beam. The laser that was used in this part was a model Diva laser from Thales Laser 

with wavelength: λ=1064 nm, pulse duration τ= 8.5 ns, f_rep = 20 Hz, Emax

 

= 20 mJ. 

5.2.3.2.1 Samples presentation  

 We started with the simplest 3D structures, a square, the sketch of that is shown at the 

figure 19 above with the presentation of the dimensions of these structures, and these 

structures were prepared in order to measure the height of its gel layer and to see the chemical 

process for calcium alginate gel production. The dimension’s of this structure were 

12,5mm*12,5mm. 
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FIGURE 19: Sample’s 3D sketch image  

5.2.3.2.1.a 3D square structures of calcium alginate gel 

These 3D structures were made by transferring lines of alginate gel or calcium acetate 

gel one beside the other. The first structure is made of one layer of sodium alginate in order to 

measure the height of the one layer. The second structure was made of one layer of sodium 

alginate gel and one layer of calcium acetate gel, in order to measure the height of the one 

layer of calcium alginate gel layer. 

 

FIGURE 20: Sample’s picture of a) 3D structure of one layer of sodium alginate gel, b) 3D 
structure of one layer of sodium alginate gel and one layer of calcium acetate 

 

Τhe height of the one layer of calcium alginate gel layer 3D structure was around 

3μm (Fig.21-Fig.22) and it was measured by using a confocal imaging profiler microscope. 

a) b) 
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 FIGURE 21: Height 3 μm of one layer calcium alginate 3D structure 

 

FIGURE 22: Graph of 3 μm height of one layer calcium alginate 3D structure 

 

Continuing on development of calcium alginate gel 3D structures with more layers, 

structures of two layers of sodium alginate gel and two layers of calcium acetate gel were 

prepared (Fig.23). 
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FIGURE 23: Sample’s picture of 3D structure of two layers of sodium alginate gel and two 
layers of calcium acetate 

Τhe height of this 3D structure of two layers of sodium alginate gel and two layers of 

calcium acetate was around 9-13 μm (Fig.24-Fig.25) and it was measured by using a confocal 

imaging profiler microscope again. 

 

FIGURE 24: Height 9-13 μm 
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FIGURE 25: Graph of 9-13 μm height  

The height of the structure is approximately about 9-13 μm and the layers of this 

structure are double than the ones from the previous results and we can conclude that the 

height of the structure now is double from the previous height, as it was expected!  

 

5.2.3.2.1.b 3D structures-Matrixes of calcium alginate gel 

The second component of calcium alginate gel built by L.I.F.T. technique is a 3D 

structure-matrix consisted of 5×5 square cells array. The sketch of this 3D structure-matrix 

that was made is shown at the following figure 26. Each square cell had the dimensions 

2500μm*2500μm and the whole structure was 12500 μm *12500 μm. 
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FIGURE 26: 3D sketch of calcium alginate gel matrix 

 At figure 27 below, are presented two photos, during the alginate gel’s transfer, that 

were taken by using an optical microscope. At the first picture fig 27.a, it is shown the target 

film, with the material that it was removed while the laser radiation, and at the fig 27.b, it is 

shown the transferred material at the glass substrate. 

   

FIGURE 27: a) target’s film with the removing material, b) the receiving pattern at the glass 

substrate 

At the following figure 28, are presented the samples that were prepared during this 

study. The 3D structures-matrixes are obvious and it is clear that the intensity of the colour of 

these 3D structures-matrixes is getting a bit darken while we add more layers at each 

structure.  

a) b) 
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FIGURE 28: All the samples with the calcium alginate gel’s 3D structures-matrixes  

5.2.3.2.1.b.1 3D matrix of one layer of calcium alginate gel 

The first 3D matrix of calcium alginate gel, was prepared by transferring first a layer 

of sodium alginate and then a layer of calcium acetate. While the layer of calcium acetate is 

getting dried, it reacts with the sodium alginate gel layer and a 3D structure–matrix of one 

layer of calcium alginate gel is created (fig.29).  

 

FIGURE 29: Sample’s picture of one layer structure of calcium alginate gel made by calcium 

acetate’s reaction with sodium alginate gel 
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FIGURE 30: Sample’s 3D sketch   

For the characterization of the calcium alginate 3D structure-matrix, a confocal 

imaging profiler microscope was used again, in order to measure the height of the structure. 

For this one layer structure the height was measure around 3μm and the width of the matrix’s 

line was 300μm (figures 31, 32). 

 

FIGURE 31: Height 3μm 
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FIGURE 32: Weight 300μm  

Calcium chloride solution can also react with the sodium alginate gel, in order to 

create calcium alginate gel, so in the following study, calcium chloride solution was 

transferred on sodium alginate gel (fig.33). 

 

 FIGURE 33: Sample’s picture of one layer structure of calcium alginate gel made by 

calcium chloride’s reaction with sodium alginate gel 

As previously a confocal imaging profiler microscope was used to characterize the 

one layer calcium alginate gel 3D structure-matrix. The height was 3μm and the width of the 

matrix’s line was 300μm (figures 34, 35).  
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FIGURE 34: Height 3μm 

 

 

FIGURE 35: Width 300μm  
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As a result for the characteristics of these one layer calcium alginate gel’s 3D 

structures, we can notice that the surface of the calcium alginate structure is more ruff when it 

is used the calcium chloride solution than the previous result with calcium acetate solution.  

 

5.2.3.2.1.b.2 3D matrix of one layer of alginate gel and two layers of calcium acetate or 

calcium chloride  

We continued the deposition of alginate gel, by adding just one more layer of calcium 

acetate solution or calcium chloride solution as a base before the second sodium alginate gel 

layer, in order to measure the dimensions of this layer, and to see if the structure is getting 

more solid. The first 3D matrix of one layer of sodium alginate gel and two layers of calcium 

acetate gel picture is presented at Fig. 36 below.  

 

FIGURE 36: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of one layer of sodium alginate gel and two 
layers of calcium acetate gel 
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FIGURE 37: Sample’s 3D sketch  

 

 As a result for the characterization of this 3D structure of calcium alginate gel with 

one layer of sodium alginate gel and two layers of calcium acetate gel: the height of the 

structure is 4~5μm and the matrix’s line width is around 300μm again (Fig. 38-Fig. 39) and 

we can conclude that its layer’s height is approximately around 1~2μm. 
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FIGURE 38: Height 4~5 μm 

 

 

FIGURE 39: Width 300μm  
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Similarly follows the deposition of sodium alginate gel, by adding just one more layer 

of calcium chloride in the place of calcium acetate that was used before, in order to exist a 

base before the second sodium alginate gel layer (figure 40).  

 

FIGURE 40: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of one layer of sodium alginate gel and two 
layers of calcium chloride gel 

 

The result was a 3D structure with 4 - 5μm height and 300μm matrix’s line width 

(Fig. 41-Fig. 42) and the surface is more ruff than the previous result with calcium acetate 

again. 

 

 

FIGURE 41: Height 4~5 μm 
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FIGURE 42: Width 300μm  

5.2.3.2.1.b.3 3D matrix of four layers of alginate gel and three layers of calcium acetate 

or calcium chloride  

In this part 3D structures of calcium alginate gel were prepared, with double layers 

than the previous try. These 3D matrixes are made of three layers of sodium alginate gel and 

three layers of calcium acetate gel or calcium chloride gel, and a base of one layer of calcium 

acetate gel or calcium chloride gel (Fig. 43).  

 

FIGURE 43: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of three layers of sodium alginate gel and 
four layers of calcium acetate gel 
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FIGURE 44: Sample’s 3D sketch 

As previously a confocal imaging profiler microscope was used to characterize the 

one layer calcium alginate gel 3D structure-matrix. The height was 8~10μm and the width of 

the matrix’s line was 350μm (figures 45, 46).  

 

FIGURE 45: Height 8~10 μm 
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FIGURE 46: Width 350μm  

After the study about the characteristics of these 3D structures: the height of the 

structure was about 8 – 10 μm, as it was expected the double from the previous results! And 

the width of the matrix’s line was now 350 μm. Then the development of 3d structures of 

calcium alginate gel, with three layers of sodium alginate gel and three layers of calcium 

chloride gel and one layer of calcium chloride gel as well, for a base, were developed 

(Fig.47). 

 

FIGURE 47: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of three layers of sodium alginate gel and 
four layers of calcium chloride gel 
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The height of the structure is about 8 – 10 μm, as it was expected the double than the 

previous results! And the width of the matrix’s line is now 350 μm again! 

 

FIGURE 48: Height 8~10 μm 

 

FIGURE 49: Width 350μm  
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5.2.3.2.1.b.4 3D matrix of four layers of alginate gel and three layers of calcium acetate 

or calcium chloride  

Then 3d structures were developed with two more layers of sodium alginate gel and 

two more layers of calcium acetate gel or calcium chloride gel. These 3d structures-matrixes 

that are presented here are made of 5 layers of sodium alginate gel and 5 layers of calcium 

acetate gel or calcium chloride gel, and the base of one layer of calcium acetate gel (Fig.50) 

or calcium chloride gel too.  

 

FIGURE 50: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of five layers of sodium alginate gel and five 
layers of calcium acetate gel 

 

 

FIGURE 51: Sample’s 3D sketch 
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For the characterization of these 3D structures-matrixes a confocal imaging profiler 

microscope was used as previously in this study and the height of the structure was about 12 – 

16 μm and the width of the matrix’s line was 550 μm (Fig.52-Fig.53). 

 

 

FIGURE 52: Height 12~16 μm 
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FIGURE 53: Width 550μm  

Then we continue working in the same way, but with the deposition of calcium 

chloride gel. The 3D structures-matrixes that are presenting below are made of 5 layers of 

sodium alginate gel and 5 layers of calcium chloride gel (Fig.54). 

 

FIGURE 54: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of five layers of sodium alginate gel and five 
layers of calcium chloride gel 

 

The height of the structures is about 12 – 16 μm and the width of the line is about 

400–550 μm again (Fig.55-Fig.56).  
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FIGURE 55: Height 12~16 μm 

 

 

FIGURE 56: Width 400-550μm  
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5.2.3.2.1.b.5 3D matrix of four layers of alginate gel and three layers of calcium acetate 

or calcium chloride  

We continue making 3D structures with double layers than the previous try. These 

structures that are presented here are made of 10 layers of sodium alginate gel and 10 layers 

of calcium acetate gel, and the base of one layer of calcium acetate gel (Fig.57). 

 

 FIGURE 57: Sample’s picture of a 3D structure of ten layers of sodium alginate gel and ten 
layers of calcium acetate gel 

 

FIGURE 58: Sample’s 3D sketch  
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The height of the structure is about 20 – 30 μm and the width of the line is now 550 

μm. These structures that are presented here are made of 10 layers of sodium alginate gel and 

10 layers of calcium acetate gel and the base of one layer of calcium acetate gel too. The 

layers of this structure are double than the ones from the previous results and the height of the 

structure is about 20–30μm (Fig.59-Fig.60), as it is expected the double from the previous 

results!  

FIGURE 59: Height 20 μm 

FIGURE 60: Width 450μm  
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FIGURE 61: Height 24 μm 

FIGURE 62: Width 450μm  

FIGURE 63: Height 30 μm 
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FIGURE 64: Width 450μm  

5.2.3.2.1.b.6 Calcium alginate gel matrix in smaller dimensions  

  We develop the 3D matrix of calcium alginate gel in smaller dimensions. This matrix 

was made of three layers of sodium alginate gel and three layers of calcium acetate gel. There 

was one layer more of calcium acetate as base too (Fig.65-Fig.66). 

 

FIGURE 65: Sample’s picture of 3D structure of three layers of sodium alginate gel and 

three layers of calcium acetate: a) in 12,5mm*12,5mm scale, b) in 5mm*5mm scale 

 

a) b) 
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FIGURE 66: Samples 3D sketch image  

The height of the structure is approximately about 10 μm, at both 3D structures in 

each scale! We want to use this smaller matrix of calcium alginate gel of the dimensions of 

5mm * 5mm as a scaffold for cells. Each square of this 3D calcium alginate gel matrix is 

1mm*1mm (Fig.67-Fig.68). 

 

FIGURE 67: Fluorescent image of calcium alginate gel 3D matrix (5mm*5mm)  
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FIGURE 68: Each square of calcium alginate gel matrix is 1mm*1mm 

5.2.4 2D Deposition of Cells 

 In this subchapter we describe the patterns we created by the cells transfer with the 

L.I.F.T. technique. The process was performed in air and at room temperature. The laser 

energy was varied from 80 to 98 mJ per pulse and we examine the energy threshold of the 

transfer dependence on the viability of cells. After the transfer we put on the sample a droplet 

with fluorescent substances which will colour the cells: green colour for the cells that are 

alive, red

5.2.4.1 2D Deposition of Fibroblast Cells 

 colour for the dead cells. These substances were: Calcein (green) and ethidium 

homodimer-1 (red). The distance between the target and the substrate was kept constant at 

500 mm. 

The aqueous cells solution (1 mg/ml) in the medium DMEM, was spread on quartz 

coated with 30 nm gold thin layer film and used as a target. The liquid film thickness, 

estimated through the measurement of the film weight, was approximately ~10mm. Glass 

slides prepared as above mentioned were used as receiving substrates. The patterns were 

created by transferring lines of spots of cells and each line of cells was created by using 

different energy of the transfer. 
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5.2.4.1.1 2D Deposition of Fibroblasts Rattail Cells 

 The first line has the smallest energy of the transfer ~80mJ, and the last line has the 

biggest energy of the transfer ~98mJ respectively. The energy change between each line is 

3mJ. The pattern of fibroblasts array is presented in the following Fig.69. In order to study the 

cells viability we used a fluorescent microscope where we took pictures of the pattern 

(Fig.70). The different colours that we can see at these pictures from the fluorescent 

microscope are as a result of the pattern with alive and dead cells. 

 

FIGURE 69: Pattern of spots of fibroblast rattail cells with different energies 

 

FIGURE 70: Pattern with alive and dead cells, after the transfer 
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In order to find the energy threshold, the lowest energy where the cells will be alive 

after the transfer, we made pattern of cells by increasing and decreasing the energy of the 

transfer. By increasing the energy of the transfer ~90mJ, we took as a result a pattern with 

dead cells (figure 71), and when we increased a lot the energy ~98mJ we saw that the material 

of transfer (fibroblasts rattail cells) was breaking up, and we didn’t receive clear spots of the 

transferred material at the substrate (Fig. 72). The energy threshold where the cells were alive 

after the transfer was found at ~85mJ (Fig.73). 

 

FIGURE 71: Pattern with dead cells after the transfer 

 

FIGURE 72: By using high energy (98mJ) the cells that are transferred are breaking up   
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FIGURE 73: Pattern with fibroblasts rattail cells, finding the energy threshold, the lines in 

the middle, by using energy ~85mJ 

5.2.4.1.2 2D Deposition of Fibroblasts 3T3 NIH Cells 

We continue to make patterns with spots of fibroblasts 3T3 NIH cells, and we study 

again the dependence of the energy threshold and the viability of the cells after the transfer by 

using the L.I.F.T. technique. The patterns that were made were again: the first line has the 

smallest energy of the transfer ~82mJ, and the last line has the biggest energy of the transfer 

~98mJ. The energy change between the lines was approximately 5mJ. Finally the pictures 

were taken by using a fluorescent microscope, so again the alive cells are expected to be 

green and the dead ones to be red respectively. 

5.2.4.1.2.a 2D Deposition of Fibroblasts 3T3 NIH Cells on glass substrate 

   In this part we create patterns of fibroblasts 3T3 NIH cells on glass substrate, and 

again we study their viability dependence on the energy of the transfer. The  first pattern was 

made by using energies around ~89mJ (Fig.74), we saw that some of the cells were alive after 

the transfer, so we decrease the energy and we had patterns of alive transferred cells (Fig.75-

Fig.77) by using laser energy ~84mJ. 
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FIGURE 74: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells with different energies ~89mJ 

 

FIGURE 75: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells with energy ~84mJ 
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FIGURE 76: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using the threshold energy 
~84mJ, the beginning of the spots line 

 

FIGURE 77: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using the threshold energy 
~84mJ, the end of the spots line 

 The pictures were taken by using a fluorescent microscope, while the substrate on 

which the cells where transferred was inside the solution of the fluorescent substances, and 

this is the reason why at some spots of the cells are not looking so clear, cause some cells 

seems to travel inside the solution and not be attached at the glass substrate. The dependence 

of the cells viability on the laser energy is clearly represent at the following Figures 78-79. 
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FIGURE 78: Pattern of alive fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using energy ~84mJ 

 

 

FIGURE 79: Pattern of dead fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using energies ~89-98mJ 
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5.2.4.1.2.b 2D Deposition of Fibroblasts 3T3 NIH Cells on gel substrate 

   In this part patterns of fibroblasts 3T3 NIH cells were made by L.I.F.T. technique as 

before, but on a gel substrate. This substrate was made by spreading the gelatin solution on a 

clean glass slide. We worked as before, studying the cells viability dependence on the energy 

of the transfer and of course the energy threshold was found. The first pattern was made by 

using energies around ~90mJ (Fig.80), we saw that some of the cells were alive after the 

transfer, so we increase the energy and we made a pattern of different energies for each line, 

started by using energy ~85mJ, then at each line we were increasing the energy~5mJ (Fig.81). 

 

FIGURE 80: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using energies ~90mJ 
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FIGURE 81: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using energies 85~98mJ 

 So the energy threshold was found to be approximately around 86mJ, and the next 

pattern was made by using this laser energy (Fig.82). We can also assume that when we are 

using in this part a gel substrate, and by keeping the same distance between the spots as 

before, we can see that the spots of the transferred cells are spreading on the gel substrate and 

at the end we are not having a clear pattern with spots as before, but we are having a pattern 

of lines (Fig.83-Fig.84).  

 

FIGURE 82: Pattern of spots of fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells by using the threshold energy~86mJ 
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FIGURE 83: Pattern of dead and alive fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells on a gel substrate by using 
energies ~85-98mJ 

 

FIGURE 84: Pattern of alive fibroblast 3T3 NIH cells on a gel substrate by using the 
threshold energy ~86mJ 
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5.2.4.1.3 2D Deposition of Granulosa Cells GFS-HR17 on glass substrate 

   In this part we create patterns of Granulosa cells on a glass substrate, and we worked 

as before, studying their viability dependence on the energy of the transfer and of course we 

found the energy threshold for the transfer. The first pattern was made by using energies 

around ~88mJ (Fig.85), we saw all the cells were alive after the transfer, so we continued the 

transfer by using this energy (Fig.86).  

 

FIGURE 85: Pattern of spots of granulosa cells by using energies ~88mJ 

 

FIGURE 86: Pattern of spots of granulosa cells by using energies ~88mJ, all the transferred 
cells are alive! 
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 All the pictures in this study of the cells transfer by using the L.I.F.T. technique, were 

taken by using a fluorescent microscope, and as it was mentioned before the substrate on 

which the cells where transferred, after the transfer we were placing it inside the solution of 

the fluorescent substances, due to this reason some spots of the alive cells after the transfer 

are not looking so clear, cause some cells seems to travel inside the solution and not be 

attached at the glass substrate (Fig.87). The dependence of the cells viability on the laser 

energy is clearly represent at the following Figures 88-89. 

 

FIGURE 87: Pattern of spots of granulose cells on a glass substrate by using energies 

85~98mJ, some alive cells seems those are not attached at the substrate and are raveling 

inside the dye solution 

   

FIGURE 88: a) Alive granulosa cells by using energy ~88mJ, b) Dead granulosa cells by 

using energies ~96mJ 

a) b) 
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FIGURE 89: a) Alive and dead granulosa cells by using energy ~90mJ by an optical 

microscope, b) Alive and dead granulosa cells by using energies ~90mJ by using a 

fluorescent microscope 

5.2.5 Construction of calcium alginate gel scaffolds 

The first step of the construction of the calcium alginate gel scaffolds was to build the 

calcium alginate gel matrix. We worked as before and we made a 3D matrix of three layers of 

sodium alginate gel and three layers of calcium acetate in 5mm*5mm scale. So we built a 

three layer 3D calcium alginate gel matrix, which height was approximately about 10 μm 

(Fig. 90.a.-Fig. 91.a). The whole process was performed in air and at room temperature and 

the laser energy was varied from 100 to 180 mJ per pulse. The distance between the receiving 

surface and the target was kept constant at 500 mm. Finally the second step of the 

construction of the calcium alginate gel scaffold was to transfer cells in each square of the 

matrix. So granulosa cells were transferred inside each the calcium alginate gel matrix by 

using the threshold energy for their transfer that was found before and was ~88mJ (Fig. 90.b.-

Fig.91.b), so alive cells were transferred inside the matrix in order to have a scaffold (Fig.92). 

        
FIGURE 90: Fluorescent images of a) calcium alginate gel 3D matrix its each square of is 
1mm*1mm, b) granulosa cells transferred inside each square of the 3D matrix  

a) b) 

a) b) 
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FIGURE 91: Fluorescent images of a) calcium alginate gel 3D matrix its each square of is 

1mm*1mm and the whole matrix is 5mm *5mm b) granulosa cells transferred inside each 

square of the 3D matrix 

 

 

FIGURE 92: Fluorescent images of a) the granulosa cells transferred inside each square of 

the 3D calcium alginate gel matrix, b),c) where we study the viability of the cells, and all of 

the transferred cells where alive by using the energy threshold during their transfer ~88mJ  

 

 

 

 

a) b) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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B. Results after using the Multi-Photon Polymerization technique 

An innovative technique, the 3PP of an acrylate composite, was developed for built 

3D structures bottom up layer by layer using an infrared femtosecond laser at 1028nm and a 

Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillator operating at 800 nm. The composite consisted of an 

acrylate monomer, a free-radical co-initiator and a photo-sensitizer. The material was 

transparent to infrared laser radiation and absorbed strongly in the visible spectrum. Scanning 

the tightly focused laser beam, we achieved polymerization and solidification of the material. 

Due to their versatile optical and chemical properties and their ability of mixing with active 

molecules, the materials described in this work are particularly useful for a variety of 

applications such as photonic devices, actuators, micro-fluidic devices and self-assembled 

biomolecular structures. Molecular self-assembly is emerging as a viable ‘‘bottom-up’’ 

approach for fabricating nanostructures. Self-assembled biomolecular structures are 

particularly attractive, due to their versatile chemistry, molecular recognition properties, and 

biocompatibility. Among them, amyloid protein and peptide fibrils are self-assembled 

nanostructures with unique physical and chemical stability, formed from quite simple 

building blocks; their ability to work as a template for the fabrication of low resistance, 

conducting nanowires has already been demonstrated. The precise positioning of peptide-

based nanostructures is an essential part of their use in technological applications, and their 

controlled assembly, positioning, and integration into microsystems is a problem of 

considerable current interest, as it was briefly described in chapter3 at the previous part A.. 

Here, we propose a new method for the precise, three dimensional patterning of amyloid 

fibrils. The technique, which combines femtosecond laser technology and biotin-avidin 

mediated assembly on a polymeric matrix, can be applied in a wide variety of fields, from 

molecular electronics to tissue engineering.  
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5.3 3D structures of Ormocer by three photon polymerization 
 
 The material was prepared following the reference formulation. We placed a drop of 

Ormocer in the middle of a coverslip and on the sample holder. Most important, we had to 

find the interface glass – substrate and this was achieved moving the laser beam at the z axis 

and detecting the second reflection of the focal spot (Fig.93). The structures were built bottom 

up layer by layer by repeating the pattern according the sketch over several layers depending 

on the desired thickness. As Ormocer was very viscous and the build process lasted less than 

a minute, material drifting was not an issue. 

 
FIGURE 93: Laser focusing into the material 

 
 The fabrication was controlled by three parameters, the number of loops for each 

layer, i.e. the number of times the scanning is repeated at a same z value, the galvo mirror 

scanning speed and the power of the laser regulated by filters .Several structures were built 

with varying these parameters.  

 The first component built by three-photon polymerization and by using the Amplitude 

Systems t-pulse laser femtosecond oscillator operating at 1028 nm,  is a porsche car-3D 

structure. The component was built layer by layer over 37 layers with a 1 μm separation 

thickness. The objective 20X was used. The separation thickness was smaller than the lateral 

focal length of the lens therefore the adhesion between the layers was adequate (fig.94). 

 

                    
FIGURE 94: SEM image of the porsche car-3D structure built by two-photon polymerization 

(650xmagnification) 

ORMOCER 

GLASS 

a) b) 
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The galvo scanning speed used in this case was 7mm/s. For the same galvo speed, 

several laser powers were investigated. The lowest laser energy per pulse that appeared to 

polymerize the material was found to be 2.5 nJ, which corresponds to a laser fluence of 0.13 J 

cm-2

 

. The components were made using this minimum laser pulse energy. After the 

completion of the component building process, the sample was developed for approximately 3 

min in 50-50 solution  of isopropanol ,4-methyl-2-pentanone  and also rinsed in isopropanol. 

Moreover a cow 3D structure (Fig.95-Fig.97) was built with the following parameters:  the 

galvo scanning speed used in cases was 7mm/s, and the structure was built by repeating the 

same pattern over 37 layers with a 1 μm separation thickness and the laser source was a 

Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillator operating at 800 nm. 

 
 

FIGURE 95: 3D sketch of ormocer structure of a cow 
 

 
FIGURE 96: SEM image of 3D structures of a cow array built by two-photon polymerization. 

The dimensions of these structures are: 244μm length, 152μm height, 68μm width 

(120xmagnification) 
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FIGURE 97: SEM images of the cow-3D structure built by two-photon polymerization in 

different angles. a),d) 450xmagnification, b) 750xmagnification,   c) 700xmagnification 

 

We continue by building a 3D structure of a penguin (Fig.98-Fig.101), that was built 

with the following parameters:  the galvo scanning speed used in this case was 7mm/s, and 

the structure was built by repeating the same pattern over 37 layers with a 1 μm separation 

thickness and the laser source was a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillator operating at 800 nm. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 98: 3D sketch of ormocer structure of a penguin 

b) a) 

d) c) 
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FIGURE 99: SEM image of 3D structures of a penguin array built by two-photon 

polymerization. The dimensions of these structures are: 114μm length, 150μm height, 104μm 

width (80xmagnification) 

 

 
 
 

FIGURE 100: SEM image of 3D structures of a penguin array built by two-photon 

polymerization 
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FIGURE 101: SEM images of the penguins-3D structures built by two-photon polymerization 

in different angles and by using different speeds during polymerization. a)top view, b) side 

view, c) by using 7mm/s galvo scanning speed d) by using 9mm/s galvo scanning speed 
 
 
5.3.1 Directed Three-Dimensional Patterning of Self-Assembled Peptide Fibrils 

The process of Functionalization of Ormocer for peptide fibril growth is illustrated in 

Figure 6. First a thin layer of photobiotin is deposited on the Ormocer surface. When this 

layer is exposed to UV light (Figure 102a), it is immobilized irreversibly on the Ormocer 

surface15

a) 

. The samples are washed thoroughly to remove the nonimmobilized photobiotin, 

and they are subsequently functionalized further with avidin (Figure 102b) and finally with 

the iodoacetamide- functionalized biotin (Figure 102c). The next stepis peptide attachment on 

the functionalized surfaces (Figure 102d); this is achieved through the thiol group of the 

peptide that will react with the biotin-conjugated iodoacetamide group. A thin layer of 

peptides will form on the structures; this layer will act as an “anchoring point”, which, under 

the right conditions, will trigger the further assembly of the peptide nanostructured fibrils into 

micron-sized “bridges”.  

c) 

b) 

d) 
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FIGURE 102: Functionalization of Ormocer for peptide fibril growth. A thin layer of 

photobiotin (red triangles) is deposited on the Ormocer surface and exposed to UV light a) 

before being further functionalized with avidin (green crosses, b) and iodoacetamide-

functionalized biotin (purple triangles, c). The final step is the attachment of the cysteine-

containing peptide through the SH-iodoacetamide reaction d). 

Finally, the 3D structures of Ormocer are immersed in an aqueous solution of 

peptides that contain a cysteine residue. The peptide solutions have been “aged” so that self-

assembled fibrils are already formed in solution. It is generally accepted that formation of 

amyloid fibrils in solution follows a classical nucleation and growth mechanism; small 

oligomers first form slowly and subsequently serve as nuclei for fibril elongation and 

development16. The term “aged” refers to solutions where, according to previously 

determined kinetic conditions17

a) 

, mature amyloid fibrils reaching the order of microns in 

length have been formed. The self-assembly of the peptide fibrils into bridges on the 

structures is initiated through the controlled evaporation of water. However, in order for this 

to occur between two specific positions, there is a seed, or “anchoring point”, required. This is 

provided by the covalent bond formation between the iodoacetamide group in the biotin 

derivative and the thiol group in the cysteine. The requirement for the “seeding”, and 

therefore the selectivity of the technique, is demonstrated with the use of peptides that do not 

contain cysteine. In this case, self-assembled peptide fibrils are formed in solution, as shown 

in Figure 7b, but there is no peptide fibril attachment on the functionalized structures. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of fibrils of cysteinecontaining as well as 

the fibrils of the serine containing peptide are shown in Figure 103, panels a and b, 

respectively. 

b) d) c) 

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021%2Fnl072798r&iName=master.img-000.jpg&type=master�
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FIGURE 103: a) TEM image of fibrils of the cysteine-containing peptide (CNGAITIG, bar 

150 nm) and b) TEM image of fibrils of the peptide that does not contain cysteine 

(NSGAITIG, bar 150 nm). 

Peptide fibrils were visualized either with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or 

using the well established diagnostic test of fluorescence emission of the dye Thioflavin T 

that binds specifically to amyloid fibrils and gives blue fluorescence when excited at 440 nm. 

A thioflavin fluorescence image and a SEM image of the directed 3D assembly of the peptide 

fibrils is shown in Figure 104, panels a), b) and c), respectively. In this case, a series of 3D 

columns is fabricated using multiphoton polymerization; the columns are subsequently 

functionalized as described earlier.  

b) 

a) 
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FIGURE 103: a) Thioflavin fluorescence image, b) SEM image of a 3D column array, with 

peptide bridges self-assembled between the columns and c) Thioflavin fluorescence image of 

3D column arrays with the peptide bridges self-assembled between the columns. 

 

Then the structures are immersed in the cysteine-containing peptide solution and they 

are left to dry slowly. The peptide bridges form during the drying process. The length and the 

diameter of the peptide fibrils will depend on the design of the 3D structures, i.e., the distance 

between them and the diameter of the fibril support. So we built by using three photon 

polymerization 3D structures of the following sketch (Figure 104, panels a), b), c) and d)). 

The peptide bridges appear to form over the shortest distance, as it can be seen in fig. 105. 

b) 

a) 

c) 

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021%2Fnl072798r&iName=master.img-002.jpg&type=master�
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FIGURE 104: 3D sketch of 3D structure of Ormocer, which was used for an array, with 
different distances between the structures 

      

 

FIGURE 105: a) Thioflavin fluorescence image of an array of 3D structures in different 
distances between them, b), c), d) peptide bridges form over the shortest distance 

 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 

d) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Then we continue making arrays of 3D columns that had the shape that is presented 

in the following figure 106. Again the structures are immersed in the cysteine-containing 

peptide solution and they are left to dry slowly, while the peptide bridges form during the 

drying process. It is obvious that the length and the diameter of the peptide fibrils depend on 

the distance between the columns of the array and on the diameter of the fibril support too. 

 

FIGURE 106: 3D sketch of 3D column of Ormocer, which was used for an array, with 
different distances between the columns 
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FIGURE 107: (a) SEM image of a series of 3D ORMOCER columns, with peptide fibril 

bridges self-assembled between them. (b) One pair of 3D ORMOCER columns, with peptide 

fibril bridges self-assembled between them. (c) Detail of the self-assembled fiber bridge. 

 

 

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021%2Fnl072798r&iName=master.img-003.jpg&type=master�
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Once the fibril bridges form, they remain at their position even when the sample is 

immersed in water for as long as 24h. However, for the fibril bridges to form, it is essential 

that there is a trigger; we believe is provided by a thin layer of peptides formed on the 3D 

structures, due to the iodoacetamide-thiol reaction. This thin layer is clearly visible in Figure 

108a. When the peptide used does not contain cysteine, then there is no formation of peptide 

thin layer of fibrils as shown in Figure 104b and subsequently no bridges.  

 

 

FIGURE 108:(a)Thin layer of peptide fibrils embedded on the Ormocer structure. 

(b)Ormocer structures functionalized as described in the text; the peptide used does not 

contain cysteine and therefore no bridges are formed. 
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5.3.2 Conclusions 
 

To conclude, we have demonstrated a new method for the controlled self-assembly of 

peptides in three dimensions. The method is based on biotin-avidin and thiol chemistry and 

Ormocer is used as a substrate. Thiolfunctionalized biomolecules can be easily produced in 

the laboratory scale and can even be commercially available, so this method should be 

applicable not only to peptides, but to other self-assembling biomolecules as well. In a 

pioneering work, metal and semiconductor binding peptides were displayed at the surface of 

filamentous bacteriophages and were used for the fabrication of conductive and 

semiconductive nanowires18,19. A natural continuation of the work presented here will be the 

use of mineralized peptide fibers, since cysteine is a metal-binding amino acid. The use of 

peptide building blocks functionalized with semiconductor-binding sequences can also be 

foreseen. This will enable the direct self-assembly of nanoscale electronic circuits and 

devices. Another domain where our methodology would be particularly applicable in tissue 

engineering. Peptide networks are already investigated as cell supports in the form of 

injectable hydrogels20,21

 

. A combination of larger scaffolds with well-defined biodegradable 

peptide supports in a “scaffold on scaffold” format could possibly be used as a support to 

allow the directed growth of several cell types into ordered arrays of functional biological 

units. Microstructures with dimensions of tens of microns have been built with polymer 

composite with a lateral resolution of 1 μm. It has been shown that the axial resolution 

enables the building of more complicated structures by scanning layers with different 

patterns. More experience on this technique and on the materials has to be acquired in order to 

build structures with a design giving rise to a concrete application. The material and the 

innovative method of two-photon polymerization are promising for the incorporation of active 

molecules that are sensitive to UV radiation. 
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